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THE ELLIPTIC HALL ALGEBRA AND THE K-THEORY OF THE
HILBERT SCHEME OF A2
O. SCHIFFMANN, E. VASSEROT
Abstract. In this paper we compute the convolution algebra in the equivariant K-theory
of the Hilbert scheme of A2. We show that it is isomorphic to the elliptic Hall algebra,
and hence to the spherical DAHA of GL∞. We explain this coincidence via the geometric
Langlands correspondence for elliptic curves, by relating it also to the convolution algebra in
the equivariant K-theory of the commuting variety. We also obtain a few other related results
( action of the elliptic Hall algebra on the K-theory of the moduli space of framed torsion free
sheaves over P2, virtual fundamental classes, shuffle algebras,...).
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0. Introduction and notation
0.1. Let Hilbn denote the Hilbert scheme of n points in C
2. The dimension of the homology
groups H∗(Hilbn,Q), which were first determined by Ellingsru¨d and Stro¨mme [6], are given by∑
n>0
2n∑
i=0
dim Hi(Hilbn,Q)p
iqn =
∏
k>1
1
1− p2kqk
.
In a groundbreaking work [20], see also [12], Nakajima obtained a more precise understanding
of the space
V =
⊕
n
H∗(Hilbn,Q)
by geometrically realizing it as the Fock space representation of a Heisenberg algebra
H = C〈p±1, p±2, . . .〉/([pi, pj ] = iδi+j,0).
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More precisely, for k ∈ Z and n, n + k > 0 let Zn+k,n ⊂ Hilbn+k × Hilbn stand for the nested
Hilbert scheme and let [Zn+k,n] ∈ H∗(Hilbn+k × Hilbn) be its fundamental class. The element
[Zk] =
∏
n[Zn+k,n] acts on V by convolution. Nakajima’s theorem may be stated as follows.
Theorem 0.1 (Nakajima). The following hold
(a) the operators {[Zk] ; k ∈ Z} generate a Heisenberg algebra H ⊂ End(V),
(b) as an H-module, V is isomorphic to the Fock space representation, i.e., there exists an
isomorphism V ≃ C[p1, p2, . . .] in which the action of the operators [Zk] is given by
(0.1) 1 +
∑
k>1
[Zk]z
k = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
(−1)n
pn
n
zn
)
,
(0.2) 1 +
∑
k>1
[Z−k]z
k = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
1
n
∂
∂pn
zn
)
.
Note that this result extends to the Hilbert scheme of an arbitrary smooth quasiprojective
surface. One has to replace H by a Heisenberg-Clifford algebra modeled over the homology
lattice H∗(S,Z). See also [22], [15], [16], [31] for other works in this direction.
In the well-documented analogy between the Hilbert-Chow resolution Hilbn → SnC2 and the
Springer resolution T ∗B → N of the nilpotent cone of a simple Lie algebra g, Nakajima’s con-
struction corresponds to the Springer representation of the Weyl group W of g in the homology
of the Springer fibers.
One aim of this paper is to generalize Nakajima’s work for equivariant K-theory. The torus
T = (C∗)2 acts on C2 and on Hilbn for any n > 1. Let K
T (Hilbn) denote the (algebraic)
equivariant K-theory group and set
LR =
⊕
n
KT (Hilbn),
a R = RT = C[q
±1, t±1]-module. We are interested in a natural K-theoretic analog of the
convolution algebra considered by Nakajima. It is not a priori clear how to define such a natural
convolution algebra because the nested Hilbert schemes Zn+k,n are in general singular when
k 6∈ {−1, 0, 1} and the classes OZn+k,n are typically badly behaved.
We get around this difficulty by considering only the smooth nested Hilbert schemes Zn+1,n,
Zn,n, Zn,n+1 and their respective tautological bundles τn+1,n, τn,n, τn,n+1. Namely, we let
K = C(q1/2, t1/2) and let
HK ⊂
⊕
k
∏
n
KT (Hilbn+k ×Hilbn)⊗RK
be the subalgebra generated by the elements
f−1,l =
∏
n
τ
l
n,n+1, f1,l =
∏
n
τ
l
n+1,n, l ∈ Z
and the Adams operations
f0,l =
∏
n
Ψl(τn,n), f0,−l =
∏
n
Ψ−l(τn,n), Ψ−l(τn,n) = Ψl(τ
∗
n,n), l > 1.
Our first main result identifies HK and its action on LK = LR ⊗RK (see Theorem 3.1).
Theorem 0.2. The following hold
(a) there is an isomorphism Ω : Ec ≃ HK, where Ec is a certain one-dimensional central
extension of the spherical Double Affine Hecke Algebra SH¨∞ of type GL∞,
(b) as an Ec-module, LK is isomorphic to the standard representation on the space of sym-
metric polynomials ΛK = K[x1, x2, . . .]
S∞ .
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The algebras Ec and SH¨∞ were introduced in [1], [27]. The standard representation on
ΛK, see Section 4.7, involves operators of multiplication by symmetric polynomials, differential
operators as well as Macdonald’s difference operators. It may be viewed, in a certain sense, as
a limit as n→∞ of the polynomial representations of the spherical DAHAs of type GLn. The
group SL(2,Z) acts by automorphisms on SH¨∞ (but not on Ec). It would be interesting to find
a geometric interpretation for this symmetry from the point of view of the Hilbert scheme.
The occurrence of Macdonald operators and polynomials comes as no surprise here : these are
ubiquitous in Haiman’s work on the Hilbert scheme, see [13]. In fact the intertwining operator
LK ≃ ΛK in Theorem 0.2 coincides with Haiman’s identification of LK with the space of
symmetric polynomials.
While we were finishing this paper B. Feigin and A. Tsymbaliuk sent us a copy of their
preprint [8] where the equivariant K-theory of the Hilbert schemes is studied by a different
approach based on shuffle algebras, see Section 9.
What about operators associated to higher rank nested Hilbert schemes ? We do not know
whether the classes [OZk ] =
∏
n[OZn+k,n ] belong to HK or not for k 6∈ {−1, 0, 1}. However, the
virtual classes ΛVk =
∏
n ΛVn+k,n introduced by Carlsson and Okounkov in [2] do indeed belong
to HK and seem to be much better behaved than the OZk . In Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.7
we prove the following.
Theorem 0.3. The following hold
(a) for any k ∈ Z the virtual class ΛVk belongs to HK,
(b) under the isomorphism LK ≃ ΛK the action of the operators ΛVk is given by
(0.3) 1 +
∑
n>1
τ
∗
n ⊗ Λ(Vn)z
n = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
(−1)n
1− tnqn
1− qn
pn
zn
n
)
,
(0.4) 1 +
∑
n>1
Λ(qtV ∗−n)z
n = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
1− tnqn
1− tn
∂
∂pn
z−n
n
)
.
So the elements τ ∗n ⊗ Λ(Vn), Λ(qtV
∗
−n), n > 0, generate a Heisenberg subalgebra of HK.
It would be very interesting to generalize the above Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 0.3 to the case
of the Hilbert scheme of an arbitrary smooth quasiprojective surface S. This would presumably
involve a “global” version of SH¨∞ living over the base K(S). The approach used in the present
paper, based on localization to T -fixed points, seems, unfortunately, restricted to toric surfaces.
The Hilbert scheme Hilbn may be interpreted as the moduli space of framed rank one torsion
free-sheaves over P2(C) of chern class c2 = n. For r > 1, let Mr,n be the moduli space of
framed torsion free-sheaves over P2(C) of chern class c2 = n and rank r. One may define “nested
schemes” Mr,n+k,n and tautological bundles over them, and one may consider the convolution
algebra H
(r)
K . The Theorem 1 has an analogue in this setting, see Theorem 8.1.
0.2. Our original motivation for studying the convolution algebra HK stems not so much from
a desire to understand the geometry of Hilbn as from its interpretation in the framework of the
geometric Langlands program for elliptic curves, which we now describe. Recall that Beilinson
and Drinfeld’s geometric Langlands program, for GLr, predicts the existence, for any fixed
smooth projective curve C over C, of an equivalence of derived categories
(0.5) Coh
(
LocrC
) D
≃ D-mod
(
BunrC
)
.
Here LocrC is the moduli stack parametrizing local systems over C of rank r and BunrC is
the moduli stack of vector bundles of rank r over C. This correspondence should intertwine
the natural action of Rep GLr on Coh(LocrC) by tensor product and the action of Rep GLr
on D-mod(BunrC) by means of Hecke operators. The image under this correspondence of the
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skyscraper sheaves at points of LocrC corresponding to irreducible local systems has been deter-
mined in [9]. The case which is relevant to us is rather orthogonal. Namely, we are interested in
coherent sheaves supported in the formal neighborhood of the trivial local system CrC over C.
Let us specialize from now on C to be an elliptic curve. Then
LocrC = {ρ : π1(C)→ GLr}/GLr = {(A,B) ∈ GL
2
r ; AB = BA}/GLr
and the formal neighborhood of the trivial local system is the formal neighborhood of (0, 0) in
L̂ocrC =
{
(a, b) ∈ gl2r ; [a, b] = 0
}
/GLr = Cglr/GLr
where Cr ⊂ glr × glr is the commuting variety. Observe that this formal neighborhood is
independent of the choice of C. Moreover, the torus T = (C∗)2 naturally acts on L̂ocrC by
(z1, z2) · (a, b) = (z1a, z2b).
The relation with the Hilbert schemes is given by the following simple observation. We have
Zn+r,n =
{
(I, J) ; I ⊂ J ⊂ C[x, y] ideals, codim I = n+ r, codim J = n
}
.
Hence if (I, J) ∈ Zn+r,n then (x|J/I , y|J/I) define a point in Cr/GLr. One may try to use this
map Zn+r,n → Cr/GLr to lift classes from C¯rR = K
GLr×T (Cr) to K
T (Zn+r,n). In this spirit we
define a convolution algebra structure on the direct sum
C¯R =
⊕
r>0
C¯rR =
⊕
r>0
KT (L̂ocrC)
as well as an action of C¯K = C¯R ⊗R K on LK. Let H
>
K ⊂ HK be the subalgebra generated by
the classes f1,l for l ∈ Z, and let SCK ⊂ C¯K be the subalgebra generated by C¯1R. The torsion
free part of SCK is
SCK = SCK/torsion.
Theorem 0.4. There is an algebra isomorphism ρ : SCK → H
>
K. It is compatible with the
actions of SCK and H
>
K on LK.
We conjecture that SCK is actually torsion free (see Theorem 7.14 and Conjecture 7.13).
On the other hand, it is proved in [27] that the positive part E> ≃ SH¨>∞ is isomorphic to
the universal, spherical elliptic Hall algebra. In other words, for any elliptic curve Ck defined
over some finite field k = Fl with Frobenius eigenvalues {σ, σ} the algebra E
> specializes at
t = σ, q = σ to the spherical Hall algebra HsphCk of Ck, more precisely, to its vector bundle
part Hsph,vecCk . By definition H
sph,vec
Ck
is a convolution algebra of functions on the moduli stacks⊔
r BunrCk. It is shown in [25] that H
sph,vec
Ck
is the Grothendieck group1 of a certain category
EisCk of semisimple perverse sheaves over
⊔
r BunrCk, the so-called Eisenstein sheaves generated
by the constant sheaves over the Picard stacks PicdCk for d ∈ Z. There is a similar category EisC
for our complex elliptic curve C. We expect that EisC carries a natural Z2-grading and that the
associated graded Grothendieck group2 Kgr0 (EisC) is isomorphic to E
> after a suitable extension
of scalars. Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, we may draw the diagram⊕
rK0(Coh
T (L̂ocrC))
⊕
rK0(Perv(BunrC))
SCK
ρ //
OO
EndK
(
LK
)
E
> = Kgr0 (EisC)
Ωoo
OO
The vertical arrows are embeddings. The last equality is conjectural. The faithful actions of
SCK and E
> on LK identify these two algebras. They are both naturally N-graded by the rank
1For simplicity we ignore in this introduction the (important) questions concerning completions of Hall alge-
bras, see [1], [25].
2again, we ignore problems of completions.
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r. For each r the action of RGLr×T on SC
r
K coincides with the action of RGLr×T on E
>[r] by
means of Hecke operators, see Proposition 7.10. We summarize this in the following corollary,
which is the second main result of this paper.
Corollary 0.5. There is an algebra isomorphism SCK ≃ E
> intertwining, on the graded com-
ponents of degree r, the natural actions of RGLr×T by tensor product and Hecke operators re-
spectively.
This corollary may be seen as a version, at the level of Grothendieck groups, of a geometric
Langlands correspondence (0.5) for local systems living in the formal neighborhood of the triv-
ial local system (or, equivalently, for the category of Eisenstein sheaves generated by constant
sheaves over PicC). We point, however, two notable differences with (0.5). First, we have not
just an equality of Grothendieck groups SCrK ≃ E
>[r] for each r, but an equality of convolution
algebras. This convolution product only exists because we are dealing with the groups GLr. Sec-
ondly, we have considered T -equivariant coherent sheaves over L̂ocrC. There is no corresponding
Z2 grading on the categories EisC in our picture. See [26], Lecture 5, for more in that direction.
0.3. The plan of the paper is as follows. Sections 1 and 2 serve as reminders on the elliptic
Hall algebra E and the Cherednik algebra SH¨∞ and on the Hilbert schemes respectively. The
construction of the standard representation of SH¨>∞ and E
> is given in Section 1.4. In Section 3
we consider the convolution algebra HK in the equivariant K-theory of Hilbert schemes and
state our first main Theorem (see Theorem 1). Section 4 is devoted to the proof of that result.
In Section 5 we explain how to relate the virtual classes Λ(Vn) with HK. Section 6 contains
some preparatory results pertaining to the Hecke action on the Hall algebra E. The convolution
algebras C¯K, SCK in the equivariantK-theory of the commuting variety are defined and studied
in Section 7, where SCK is compared with the positive part H
>
K (see the above Theorem 3 and
Corollary). Section 8 deals with the case of moduli spaces of framed torsion sheaves of rank
r > 1 over P2(C). Finally, Sections 9 and 10 contain some remarks on some natural Heisenberg
subalgebras of the convolution algebra H>K as well as a description of H
>
K as a shuffle algebra,
and a comparison between the present paper and the recent work [8]. In an attempt at making
this paper more readable, several technical points have been postponed to the Appendix. The
most important notations have been gathered together in an index at the very end of the paper.
0.4. We will use the standard notation for partitions. If λ = (λ1 > λ2 . . . ) is a partition then λ
′
is its conjugate partition, l(λ) is its length and |λ| is the number of boxes in the Young diagram
associated with λ. We’ll identify λ and its Young diagram, i.e., we write λ = {(i, j) ∈ N2; 1 6
j 6 λi}. If s ∈ λ is a box then we write s = (i, j). Let
a(s) = aλ(s) = λi − j, l(s) = lλ(s) = λ
′
j − i,
the arm length and the leg length of s. We also set
i(s) = iλ(s) = i, j(s) = jλ(s) = j.
These of course do not depend on λ. Occasionally, we will write
x(s) = i(s)− 1, y(s) = j(s)− 1.
So we have the following picture for λ = (10, 93, 6, 32)
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s
l
j
i a
i(s) = 3
j(s) = 4
a(s) = 5
l(s) = 2
Figure 1. Notations for partitions.
Denote the set of partitions by Π. For s a box of a partition λ we let Cs and Rs be the column
and row of s.
Given a field K let ΛK = K[x1, x2, . . .]
S∞ be the K-vector space of symmetric polynomials
and ΛnK = K[x1, x2, . . . , xn]
Sn be the space of symmetric polynomials in n variables.
Let E be a complex vector space of dimension n. Let RGL(E) denote the complexified repre-
sentation ring of GL(E). There is a canonical algebra isomorphismRGL(E) → C[x
±1
1 , . . . , x
±1
n ]
Sn
determined by
ΛlE 7→ el(x1, . . . , xn)
for 1 6 l 6 n. Here E is the tautological representation of GL(E). Under this isomorphism, the
Adams operations Ψl(E) are mapped to the power sum functions pl(x1, . . . , xn) for any l ∈ Z∗.
If v is any variable, we put as usual
[n]v =
vn − v−n
v − v−1
, [n]v! = [2]v · · · [n]v.
1. The elliptic Hall algebra, the spherical DAHA and the polynomial
representation
We first recall some result and definition from [1] and [27], to which the reader is referred for
details. Set K = C(σ1/2, σ¯1/2), where σ, σ¯ are formal variables.
1.1. We begin with some recollection on the elliptic Hall algebra E+ and its Drinfeld double Ê.
We set
Z = Z2, Z∗ = Z\{(0, 0)}, Z+ = {(i, j) ∈ Z; i > 0 or i = 0, j > 0}, Z− = −Z+.
For a future use we set also
Z> = {(i, j) ∈ Z; i > 0}, Zk = {(i, j) ∈ Z; i = k}, Z> = {(i, j) ∈ Z; i > 0},
for each k ∈ Z. For any x = (i, j) ∈ Z∗ let d(x) denote the greatest common divisor of i, j.
We’ll also use the following polynomials
αn = αn(σ, σ¯) = (1− (σσ¯)
−n)(1− σn)(1− σ¯n)/n.
Note that αn = α−n.
We set ǫx = 1 if x ∈ Z+ and ǫx = −1 if x ∈ Z−. For a pair of non-collinear elements x,y ∈ Z∗
we set ǫx,y = sgn(det(x,y)), an element in {±1}. Finally let ∆x,y be the triangle in Z with
vertices {(0, 0),x,x+ y}.
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Definition. Let Ê be theK-algebra generated by elements ux, κx, x ∈ Z∗, modulo the following
set of relations
(a) κx is central for all x, and κx+y = κxκy,
(b) if x,y belong to the same line in Z then
[uy,ux] =
κx − κ−1x
αd(x)
if x = −y, [uy,ux] = 0 else,
(c) if x,y ∈ Z∗ are such that d(x) = 1 and that ∆x,y has no interior lattice point then
[uy,ux] = ǫx,yκα(x,y)
θx+y
α1
,
where
α(x,y) =
{
ǫx(ǫxx+ ǫyy − ǫx+y(x+ y))/2 if ǫx,y = 1,
ǫy(ǫxx+ ǫyy − ǫx+y(x+ y))/2 if ǫx,y = −1,
and where the elements θz, z ∈ Z, are given by∑
l>0
θlxs
l = exp
(∑
r>1
αrurxs
r
)
,
for any x ∈ Z∗ such that d(x) = 1.
For a future use, note that θz = α1uz if d(z) = 1. Observe also that the K-algebra Ê is Z-
graded and has a natural SL(2,Z)-symmetry. We write K for the central subalgebra generated
by {κx;x ∈ Z}. We’ll abbreviate c1 = κ0,1 and c2 = κ1,0. We have K = K[c
±1
1 , c
±1
2 ]. We’ll
view Ê as a K-algebra.
Let Ê
±
be the K-subalgebra of Ê generated by {ux;x ∈ Z±}. It is shown in [1], Section 5,
that relations (b), (c) restricted to Z± give a presentation of E±, and that there is a biangular
decomposition
(1.1) Ê ≃ Ê
+
⊗ Ê
−
.
For our convenience we put u0,0 = 1. It is also proved in loc. cit. that the K-algebra Ê is
generated by the elements ux with x ∈ Z1 ∪ Z0 ∪ Z−1. It will be helpful to consider a slight
refinement of the isomorphism (1.1). Let Ê
>
, Ê
<
, Ê
0
be the subalgebras of Ê generated by the
elements ux with x ∈ Z1, Z−1, Z0 respectively. From (1.1) and the defining relations of Ê one
deduces the triangular decomposition
(1.2) Ê ≃ Ê
>
⊗ Ê
0
⊗ Ê
<
.
The algebras Ê
>
, Ê
<
are isomorphic. By [1], Corollary 5.2, the algebras Ê
>
, Ê
<
contains all the
elements ux for x ∈ Z>, Z< respectively. Let Ê
>
be the subalgebra generated by Ê
>
, Ê
0
. We
define Ê
6
in the same way. We have
Ê
>
⊂ Ê
+
⊂ Ê
>
.
For any ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ (C∗)2, write Eω for the specialization of Ê at c1 = ω1, c2 = ω2.
The notations E±ω , E
>
ω , E
<
ω , etc, are clear. We will simply write E for E(1,1). We’ll be mostly
interested in the algebra Ec where
c = (1, q1/2t1/2).
When σ, σ¯ are specialized to the Frobenius eigenvalues of an elliptic curve X defined over a
finite field, E+ is equal to the spherical Hall algebra of X . It is endowed with a natural coproduct
and Ê is isomorphic to its Drinfeld double.
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1.2. The following result will be useful.
Proposition 1.1. The algebra Ê is isomorphic to the algebra generated by Ê
<
, Ê
0
, Ê
>
modulo
the following relations
[u0,k,u1,l] = u1,l+k, k > 0,
[u0,k,u1,l] = −c
k
1 u1,l+k, k < 0,
(1.3)
and
[u−1,l,u0,k] = c
−k
1 u−1,k+l, k > 0,
[u−1,l,u0,k] = −u−1,k+l, k < 0,
(1.4)
and finally
[u−1,k,u1,l] = c2c
−k
1
θ0,k+l
α1
, k + l > 0,
[u−1,k,u1,l] =
c1
−kc2 − ck1c
−1
2
α1
, k = −l,
[u−1,k,u1,l] = −c
−1
2 c
−l
1
θ0,k+l
α1
, k + l < 0.
(1.5)
Proof. Let E˜ momentarily denote the algebra generated by Ê
>
, Ê
0
, Ê
<
modulo the relations
(1.3–1.5). We have a natural surjective morphism φ : E˜ → Ê which is the identity on the
subspace Ê
>
Ê
0
Ê
<
of E˜. Hence it suffices to prove that Ê
>
Ê
0
Ê
<
= E˜. The algebras Ê
>
, Ê
<
are generated by the elements ux with x ∈ Z1, Z−1 respectively. Hence we have to prove that
any monomial of E˜ in the elements u1,l,u0,n,u−1,k may be straightened to similar monomials
in which the u1,l,u0,n and u−1,k appear in that order. It is easy to see that relations (1.3)-(1.5)
precisely enable one to perform such straightening. ⊓⊔
1.3. We briefly recall here the relation between E and the spherical double affine Hecke algebras.
See [27], Section 2, for details 3. Let H¨n be the double affine Hecke algebra (DAHA for short)
of type GLn. It is a C(q
1/2, t1/2)-algebra generated by elements X±1i , Y
±1
i for i = 1, . . . , n
and Tj for j = 1, . . . , n − 1 subject to some relation which we won’t write here. Let S be the
complete idempotent in the finite Hecke algebra Hn ⊂ H¨n generated by the T1, T2, . . . Tn−1. It
is characterized by the property that TjS = STj = t
−1/2S for all j. The spherical DAHA is the
subalgebra SH¨n = S H¨nS of H¨n. For l > 0 we set
Pn0,l = S
∑
i
Y li S, P
n
0,−l = q
lS
∑
i
Y −li S, P
n
l,0 = q
lS
∑
i
X liS, P
n
−l,0 = S
∑
i
X−li S.
These elements generate SH¨n. More general elements P
n
x for x ∈ Z
∗ are defined in [27] via the
SL(2,Z) action on SH¨n. We put also P
n
0,0 = 1.
Let SH¨+n be the subalgebra of SH¨n generated by the elements P
n
x for x ∈ Z
+. It is shown in
[27], Proposition 4.1, that the assignment Pnx 7→ P
m
x extends to a surjective algebra homomor-
phism SH¨+n → SH¨
+
m for n > m. This allows one to consider the limit SH¨
+
∞ ⊂
∏
n SH¨
+
n of the
algebras SH¨+n , along with its set of generators {P
∞
x ;x ∈ Z
+}.
We identify K and C(q1/2, t1/2) by means of
(1.6) σ 7→ q−1, σ¯ 7→ t−1.
3The conventions used in [27] differ slightly from the more standard ones of [4].
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Theorem 1.2 ([27]). For any n the assignment
ux 7→
1
qd(x) − 1
Pnx , x ∈ Z
∗
extends to a surjective algebra homomorphism
Φn : E → SH¨n.
The restrictions Φ+n of Φn to E
+ form a projective system of maps and give rise to an algebra
isomorphism
Φ+∞ : E
+ → SH¨+∞, ux 7→
1
qd(x) − 1
P∞x .
Note that it is not clear a priori how to make sense of a stable limit SH¨∞. For this reason,
we may take E as a definition of SH¨∞.
1.4. We now define a faithful representation of E+. First, recall that there is a faithful repre-
sentation ϕn of H¨n on the space K[x
±1
1 , . . . , x
±1
n ] defined by
ϕn(Xi) = xi,
ϕn(Ti) = t
1/2si +
t−1/2 − t1/2
xi/xi+1 − 1
(si − 1),
ϕn(Yi) = ϕn(Ti) · · ·ϕn(Tn−1)ωϕn(T
−1
1 ) · · ·ϕn(T
−1
i−1).
Here si stands for the transposition xi ↔ xi+1, ∂i is the linear operator defined by ∂i · p(xj) =
p(qδi,jxj) and ω = sn−1 · · · s1∂1. See [4] or [27], Section 4.
Let SH¨>n ,SH¨
0
n,SH¨
>
n ⊂ SH¨n be the subalgebras generated by the elements P
n
x with x ∈ Z
>,
Z0, Z> respectively. Note that
SH¨>n ⊂ SH¨
+
n ⊂ SH¨
>
n .
The representation ϕn restricts to a representation of SH¨
>
n on the space of symmetric polyno-
mials ΛnK. In this representation the element P
n
0,1 acts as Macdonald’s difference operator
∆n1 =
n∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i
t−1/2xi − t1/2xj
xi − xj
 ∂i.
It has as eigenvectors the Macdonald polynomials Pnλ (q, t
−1) where λ runs among all partitions
with at most n parts. The ∆n1 -eigenvalue of P
n
λ (q, t
−1) is given by the formula
β1λ,n = t
−n−12
n∑
i=1
qλit(i−1),
see [18], Section VI.3. For l > 1 the element Pn0,l acts as the linear operator ∆
n
l whose eigenvalues
on the Macdonald polynomials read
(1.7) βlλ,n = t
−ln−12
n∑
i=1
qlλitl(i−1),
see [18], Section VI.4, (4.15). Similar results also hold for the elements Pn0,−l with l > 1.
Namely, the operator ∆n−l = ϕn(P
n
0,−l) is diagonalizable in the basis of Macdonald polynomials
with eigenvalues given by
(1.8) β−lλ,n = q
ltl
n−1
2
n∑
i=1
q−lλi t−l(i−1).
There is a unique algebra homomorphism ρn : Λ
n
K → Λ
n−1
K given by xi 7→ xi for i 6 n− 1 and
xn 7→ 0. It takes Pnλ (q, t
−1) to Pn−1λ (q, t
−1) if l(λ) 6 n − 1 and to zero if l(λ) = n. It is easy
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to see from the formulas (1.7), (1.8) that the map ρn is not compatible with the representations
ϕn, i.e., we have
ϕn−1 ◦ ρn 6= ρn ◦ ϕn.
To remedy this, we need to renormalize the action ϕn slightly. Put
∆˜nl = t
l n−12 (∆nl − [n]tl/2).
One checks using (1.7), (1.8) that we have ρn ◦ ∆˜
n
l = ∆˜
n−1
l ◦ ρn and that for each l > 1 the
eigenvalue of ∆˜nl on P
n
λ (q, t
−1) is equal to
(1.9) β˜lλ,n =
n∑
i=1
(qlλi − 1)tl(i−1), β˜−lλ,n = q
l
n∑
i=1
(q−lλi − 1)t−l(i−1).
We denote by ∆˜∞l the stable limit of the operators ∆˜
n
l .
By [1], Corollary 5.2, and Theorem 1.2 the algebra SH¨>n is generated by the elements P
n
x
with x ∈ Z1 and we have the following relation in SH¨>n
(1.10) [Pn0,l, P
n
1,j ] = ǫl(q
l − 1)Pn1,j+l.
Here ǫl = 1 if l > 1 and ǫl = −1 if l 6 −1. Let SH¨>n ⋊ SH¨
0
n be the algebra generated by SH¨
>
n
and SH¨0n modulo the relations (1.10).
Lemma 1.3. The K-algebra SH¨>n is isomorphic to SH¨
>
n ⋊ SH¨
0
n.
Proof. The multiplications in SH¨>n ⋊ SH¨
0
n and SH¨
>
n yield right SH¨
0
n-module homomorphisms
SH¨>n ⊗K SH¨
0
n → SH¨
>
n ⋊ SH¨
0
n → SH¨
>
n .
The first map is surjective by (1.10). The second one is also surjective by Theorem 1.2 and (1.2).
We must prove that it is injective. It is enough to prove that the surjective map
m : SH¨>n ⊗K SH¨
0
n → SH¨
>
n
given by the multiplication in SH¨>n is injective.
There is a unique Z-grading on the algebra SH¨>n such that the element P
n
x has the degree x.
For each integer i > 0 let iSH¨>n ⊂ SH¨
>
n be subspace spanned by the homogeneous elements whose
degree belongs to Zi. It is a right SH¨0n-submodule of SH¨
>
n such that SH¨
>
n =
⊕
i>0
iSH¨>n . The
map m is a surjective right graded SH¨0n-module homomorphism. Thus it restricts to a surjective
right SH¨0n-module homomorphism
mi : iSH¨>n ⊗K SH¨
0
n →
iSH¨>n ,
iSH¨>n = SH¨
>
n ∩
iSH¨>n .
Let A be the localization of the ring C[q±1/2, t±1/2] with respect to the multiplicative set
generated by [n]t1/2 . Let H¨
>
n,A ⊂ H¨n be the A-subalgebra generated by the elementsXi, Y
±1
i , Tj ,
and let SH¨>n,A,SH¨
0
n,A be the A-subalgebras generated by the elements P
n
x with x ∈ Z
>, Z0
respectively. We put SH¨>n,A = SH¨
>
n,AS. We define also
iSH¨>n,A,
iSH¨>n,A in the obvious way.
The map mi restricts to an A-linear map
miA :
iSH¨>n,A ⊗A SH¨
0
n,A →
iSH¨>n,A.
We’ll abbreviate C = A/(q − 1, t− 1). We have the following
• iSH¨>n,A is a finitely generated A-module such that
iSH¨>n,A ⊗AK =
iSH¨>n ,
• SH¨>n,A is a free SH¨
0
n,A-module,
iSH¨>n,A is a direct summand of finite rank, and
iSH¨>n,A⊗A
K = iSH¨>n ,
• miA⊗ idC is an isomorphism.
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The first claim is obvious. It implies that
dimK(
iSH¨>n ) 6 dimC(
iSH¨>n,A ⊗A C).
The two other yield the reverse inequality. Indeed, the third claim implies that iSH¨>n,A ⊗A C is
a free iSH¨0n,A ⊗A C-module of rank dimC(
iSH¨>n,A ⊗A C). Thus the second claim implies that
iSH¨>n is a free
iSH¨0n-module of rank dimC(
iSH¨>n,A ⊗A C). Hence the surjectivity of m
i implies
that
dimK(
iSH¨>n ) > dimC(
iSH¨>n,A ⊗A C).
Therefore mi is a surjective homomorphism of projective iSH¨0n-modules of the same (finite)
rank. Hence it is invertible.
The proof of the third claim is immediate. It is also easy to check that SH¨>n,A is a free
SH¨0n,A-module, because it is a direct summand of H¨
>
n,A, the later is free over SH¨
0
n,A by the
PBW-theorem and the Steinberg-Pittie theorem, and SH¨0n,A is a polynomial ring. Therefore we
are reduced to check that SH¨>n = SH¨
>
nS. This is proved as in [27], Proposition 2.6. ⊓⊔
By Lemma 1.3 above we may construct a family of automorphisms of SH¨>n by the assignment
Pn0,l 7→ P
n
0,l + xl if l ∈ Z
∗, Pnx 7→ P
n
x if x ∈ Z
>.(1.11)
Here xl ∈ K, l ∈ Z∗, are arbitrary. The algebra SH¨>n is Z-graded. Thus we can also construct
automorphisms by the assignment
(1.12) Pni,j 7→ y
i
1y
j
2P
n
i,j
for all i, j. Here y1, y2 ∈ K are arbitrary. Thus there is an automorphism θ of SH¨>n such that
θ(Pn0,l) = t
l n−12 (Pn0,l − [n]tl/2) if l ∈ Z
∗, θ(Pni,j) = t
j n−12 Pni,j if (i, j) ∈ Z
>.
Set ϕ˜n = ϕn ◦ θ, a representation of SH¨
>
n . The discussion above implies that
ϕ˜n−1(P
n−1
0,l ) ◦ ρn = ρn ◦ ϕ˜n(P
n
0,l), ϕ˜n−1(P
n−1
1,0 ) ◦ ρn = p1 = ρn ◦ ϕ˜n(P
n
1,0).
Since the algebra SH¨>n is generated by the elements P
n
0,l, P
n
1,0 we have ϕ˜n−1 ◦ ρn = ρn ◦ ϕ˜n.
Thus the representations ϕ˜n yield a representation ϕ˜∞ of SH¨
>
∞ on the K-vector space ΛK. This
representation is faithful because each of the ϕ˜n is faithful. Further, it may be characterized as
in the following proposition. Let Pλ(q, t
−1) ∈ ΛK be the Macdonald polynomial associated with
the partition λ.
Proposition 1.4. There is a unique representation ϕ˜∞ of SH¨
>
∞ on ΛK such that ϕ˜∞(P
∞
1,0) = p1
and such that for any partition λ and any integer l > 1 we have
ϕ˜∞(P
∞
0,l) · Pλ(q, t
−1) =
(∑
i
(qlλi − 1)tl(i−1)
)
Pλ(q, t
−1)
and
ϕ˜∞(P
∞
0,−l) · Pλ(q, t
−1) = ql
(∑
i
(q−lλi − 1)t−l(i−1)
)
Pλ(q, t
−1).
This representation is faithful.
Corollary 1.5. There is a unique representation ϕ˜ of E> on ΛK such that ϕ˜(u1,0) = p1/(q−1)
and such that for any partition λ and any integer l > 1 we have
ϕ˜(u0,l) · Pλ(q, t
−1) =
(∑
i
qlλi − 1
ql − 1
tl(i−1)
)
Pλ(q, t
−1)
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and
ϕ˜(u0,−l) · Pλ(q, t
−1) = −
(∑
i
q−lλi − 1
q−l − 1
t−l(i−1)
)
Pλ(q, t
−1).
This representation is faithful.
We call ϕ˜ the polynomial, or standard representation of E>. In Section 4.7 we will extend
this representation to the whole algebra Ê.
2. Hilbert schemes of A2
This section contains some standard fact on Hilbert schemes. Most of this may be found in
[6], [11].
2.1. Throughout the paper, our ground field will be C. Let Hilbn denote the Hilbert scheme
parametrizing length n subschemes of A2. By Fogarty’s theorem it is a smooth irreducible variety
of dimension 2n. Associating to a closed point of Hilbn its ideal sheaf yields a bijection
Hilbn(C) = {I ⊂ C[x, y]; I is an ideal of codimension n}.
We will denote by S = C[x, y] the ring of regular functions on A2. The tangent space TIHilbn
at a closed point I ∈ Hilbn(C) is canonically isomorphic to the vector space HomS(I, S/I).
2.2. The torus T = C∗ × C∗ acts on A2 via (z1, z2) · (x, y) = (z1x, z2y). There is an induced
action on S given by (z1, z2) · P (x, y) = P (z
−1
1 x, z
−1
2 y) and one on Hilbn such that
(z1, z2) · I = {P (z
−1
1 x, z
−1
2 y);P (x, y) ∈ I}, ∀I ∈ Hilbn(C).
This action has a finite number of isolated fixed points, indexed by the set of partitions of the
integer n. To such a partition λ ⊢ n corresponds the fixed point Iλ where
Iλ =
⊕
s6∈λ
Cxi(s)−1yj(s)−1.
When I = Iλ is a T -fixed point, there is an induced T -action on TIHilbn. In order to describe this
action, we fix a few notations concerning T . Let R = RT denote the complexified representation
ring of T . We have R = C[q±1, t±1] where
q(z1, z2) = z
−1
1 , t(z1, z2) = z
−1
2 .
For V a T -module let [V ] be its class in R. We abbreviate Tλ = [TIλHilbn]. It is given by
(2.1) Tλ =
∑
s∈λ
(tl(s)q−a(s)−1 + t−l(s)−1qa(s)).
2.3. Let Θn ⊂ Hilbn × A2 be the universal family and let p : Hilbn × A2 → Hilbn be the
projection. The tautological bundle of Hilbn is the locally free sheaf τn = p∗(OΘn). The fiber of
τn at a point I ∈ Hilbn(C) is S/I. The character of the T -action on its fiber at the fixed point
Iλ is
(2.2) τ λ = [τn|Iλ ] =
∑
s∈λ
ty(s)qx(s).
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2.4. Let k > 0. The nested Hilbert scheme Zn,n+k is the reduced closed subscheme of Hilbn ×
Hilbn+k parametrizing pairs of ideals (I, J) where J ⊂ I. One defines the nested Hilbert scheme
Hilbn+k,n in a similar fashion. Of course Zn,n is simply the diagonal of Hilbn × Hilbn. The
schemes Zn,n+k are singular in general for k > 2, but they are smooth if k = 0 or k = 1, see [3].
The tangent space at a point (I, J) ∈ Zn,n+k is the kernel of the natural map
(2.3) ψ : HomS(I, S/I)⊕HomS(J, S/J)→ HomS(J, S/I).
When k = 1 the map ψ is surjective. The diagonal T -action on Hilbn×Hilbn+k preserves Zn,n+k.
The fixed points contained in Zn,n+k are those pairs Iµ,λ = (Iµ, Iλ) for which µ ⊂ λ. When
k = 1 this may be used to give a cell decomposition of Hilbn,n+1, but we won’t need this here.
We abbreviate Tµ,λ = [TIµ,λHilbn,n+1]. We may use (2.3) to write a formula for Tµ,λ
Tµ,λ = [HomS(Iµ, S/Iµ)] + [HomS(Iλ, S/Iλ)]− [HomS(Iλ, S/Iµ)]
= Tµ + Tλ −Nµ,λ,
(2.4)
where the character of the fiber of the normal bundle Nµ,λ = [NIµ,λHilbn,n+1] is equal to
Nµ,λ =
∑
s∈µ
(
tlµ(s)q−aλ(s)−1 + t−lλ(s)−1qaµ(s)
)
.(2.5)
Of course, similar formulas hold for the nested Hilbert scheme Zn+1,n.
2.5. Let π1, π2 be the natural projections of Hilbn ×Hilbn+1 to Hilbn and Hilbn+1 respectively.
Over Zn,n+1 there is a natural surjective map φ : π
∗
2(τn+1) → π
∗
1(τn). Over the point (I, J) ∈
Zn,n+1 it specializes to the map S/J → S/I. The kernel sheaf Ker(φ) is a line bundle, which
we call the tautological bundle of Zn,n+1 and which we denote by τn,n+1. Over a T -fixed point
Iµ,λ its character is
(2.6) τµ,λ = [τn,n+1|Iµ,λ ] = t
y(s)qx(s)
where s = λ\µ is the unique box of λ not contained in µ. For l > 0 we write
τ
l
n,n+1 = [(τn,n+1)
⊗l], τ−ln,n+1 = [(τ
∗
n,n+1)
⊗l].
2.6. Let π1, π2 be the natural projections of Hilbn × Hilbn to Hilbn. Over Zn,n we have the
vector bundle τn,n = π
∗
2(τn) = π
∗
1(τn). We call it the tautological bundle of Hilbn,n. Over a
T -fixed point Iλ,λ its character is τ λ,λ = τ λ. As above, we abbreviate τn,n = [τn,n].
3. Convolution algebras in K-theory
3.1. Let G be a complex linear algebraic group. By a G-variety we’ll mean a quasi-projective
complex variety with an action of the algebraic group G. Let KG(X) be the complexified
Grothendieck group of the category of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on X . It is a RG-module,
where RG is the representation ring of G. We will usually denote the class of a G-equivariant
sheaf F by the symbol [F ]. If X ′ ⊂ X is a G-stable closed subvariety let [X ′] ∈ KG(X) stand
for the class of the structure sheaf of X ′. If X ′ = {x}, a closed point of X , we abbreviate
[x] = [{x}].
Let X1, X2, X3 be smooth quasi-projective G-varieties admitting proper maps to a (possibly
singular) quasi-projective G-variety Y . Let p12, p13, p23 be the projections from the triple fiber
product X1 ×Y X2 ×Y X3 along the factor not named. There is a natural map
⋆ : KG(X1 ×Y X2)⊗K
G(X2 ×Y X3)→ K
G(X1 ×Y X3), (w, z) 7→ Rp13∗
(
p∗12(w) ⊗
L p∗23(z)
)
.
If X1 = X2 = X3 = X this map endows K
G(X ×Y X) with the structure of an associative
RG-algebra with unit given by [∆X ] where ∆X ⊆ X ×Y X is the diagonal. Now assume in
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addition that Y = {pt}. The map ⋆ with X1 = X2 = X and X3 = {pt} endows KG(X) with
the structure of a KG(X ×X)-module.
3.2. We apply this formalism to X equal to the union of Hilbert schemes Hilb =
⊔
n>0Hilbn,
and G = T , Y = {pt}. This is not directly possible since Hilbn is not proper if n > 0. We may
get around this difficult however by first localizing to the T -fixed loci, which consists (for each n)
of a finite number of points. For any R-module M =MR we writeMK =MR⊗RK. Recall that
K is identified with C(q1/2, t1/2) by (1.6). The direct image provides us with an isomorphism
(3.1) i∗ : K
T (HilbTn )⊗R K =
⊕
λ⊢n
K[Iλ]→ K
T (Hilbn)⊗R K
where i : HilbTn → Hilbn is the embedding. We have also
KT (Hilbn ×Hilbm)⊗RK =
⊕
λ⊢n
µ⊢m
K[Iλ,µ].
By (3.1) each element in KT (Hilbn)K or K
T (Hilbn×Hilbm)K is a linear combination of classes
of coherent sheaves with proper support. This allows us to define convolution operations
⋆ : KT (Hilbn ×Hilbm)K ⊗K K
T (Hilbm ×Hilbk)K → K
T (Hilbn ×Hilbk)K
and
⋆ : KT (Hilbn ×Hilbm)K ⊗K K
T (Hilbm)K → K
T (Hilbn)K.
We consider the following associative K-algebra
(3.2) EK =
⊕
k∈Z
∏
n
KT (Hilbn+k ×Hilbn)K
where the product ranges over all integers n for which n > 0 and n + k > 0. It acts on the
K-vector space
(3.3) LK =
⊕
n>0
LnK, L
n
K = K
T (Hilbn)K.
We will denote this representation as ψ. The integer k in (3.2) yields a Z-grading on the
K-algebra EK such that the action of EK on LK is compatible with the gradings. The repre-
sentation ψ is faithful. Note that we write also
(3.4) LR =
⊕
n>0
LnR, L
n
R = K
T (Hilbn).
3.3. The K-vector space LK is spanned by the elements [Iλ], λ ∈ Π. Following [13] we may
identify LK with ΛK via the map
LK → ΛK, [Iλ] 7→ H˜λ(q, t).(3.5)
Here H˜λ(q, t) is the cocharge Macdonald polynomial. It is a renormalization of Macdonald’s
original polynomials Pλ(q, t). The precise relation is as follows. Let γt : ΛK → ΛK be the
unique K-algebra homomorphism such that γt(pr) = (1 − tr)pr. Then
(3.6) tn(λ)cλ(q, t
−1) · Pλ(q, t
−1) = γt(H˜λ(q, t))
where
n(λ) =
∑
i
(i− 1)λi, cλ(q, t) =
∏
s∈λ
(1− qa(s)tl(s)+1).
Under the identification (3.5) elements of EK appear as q, t-operators on symmetric functions.
For any partitions µ, λ and any operator z on LK we denote by 〈µ, z ·λ〉 the coefficient of H˜µ(q, t)
in z(H˜λ(q, t)).
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3.4. We would ideally like to understand the action on LK of the classes of the nested Hilbert
schemes Zn,n+k and of their tautological bundles, and abstractly describe the algebra which
these generate. It is not clear, however, how to deal with the classes of Zn,n+k when |k| > 1
since these varieties are singular. Consider the K-subalgebra HK ⊂ EK generated by
f−1,l =
∏
n
τ
l
n,n+1, f1,l =
∏
n
τ
l
n+1,n, l ∈ Z,
e0,l =
∏
n
Λlτn,n, e0,−l =
∏
n
Λlτ ∗n,n, l ∈ Z>0.
It acts on the K-vector space LK ≃ ΛK in the obvious way. Note that here we have abbre-
viated Λlτn,n = [Λ
l
τn,n] and Λ
l
τ
∗
n,n = [Λ
l
τ
∗
n,n]. Here the brackets denote the classes in the
Grothendieck groups oh Hilbn, Hilbn+1 ×Hilbn and Hilbn × Hilbn+1 respectively. For a future
use, we define another class of elements f0,l ∈ EK for l ∈ Z∗ through the relations∑
k>1
f0,±ks
k−1 = −
d
ds
log(E±(s)), E±(s) = 1 +
∑
k>1
(−1)ke0,±ks
k.
So f0,l is obtained from the classes of the tautological bundles τn,n by the Adams operations
f0,k =
∏
n
Ψk(τn,n), f0,−k =
∏
n
Ψk(τ
∗
n,n), Ψ−k(τn,n) = Ψk(τ
∗
n,n), k > 1.
We can now state our first result. Recall the algebra Ec associated with the central charge
c = (1, q1/2t1/2).
For l ∈ Z and n ∈ N we consider the following elements of Ec
(3.7) h1,l = t
1/2f1,l−1, h−1,k = −q
1/2f−1,k,
(3.8) h0,k = f0,k −
1
(1 − qk)(1 − tk)
, h0,−k = −f0,−k +
1
(1− q−k)(1 − t−k)
, k > 1.
The following is proved in the next section.
Theorem 3.1. There is an isomorphism of K-algebras
(3.9) Ω : Ec → HK, ui,l 7→ hi,l, ∀i = −1, 0, 1, l ∈ Z.
4. Construction of the isomorphism
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the characterization of Ê given in Proposition 1.1 and
on the faithful polynomial representation ϕ of E> given in Section 1.4.
4.1. We begin by computing the action of the class [Iλ,µ] on K
T (Hilbm). For any T -equivariant
vector bundle V on a smooth T -variety X we set
Λ[V ] =
∑
i>0
(−1)i[Λi(V)],
where Λi is the usual wedge power. This operation descends to a well-defined morphism
Λ : KT (X)→ KT (X)
which satisfies Λ(x + y) = Λ(x) · Λ(y). Recall that if V is a T -equivariant vector bundle on
X and x ∈ X a T -fixed point then [V|x] ∈ R is the character of the fiber of V over x, as a
T -module. Again, this descends to the Grothendieck group, yielding the pullback morphism
KT (X)→ KT ({x}) = R. The following lemma is well-known.
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Lemma 4.1. (a) For partitions λ ⊢ n and µ, ν ⊢ m we have
[Iλ,µ] ⋆ [Iν ] = δµ,ν · Λ(T
∗
ν ) · [Iλ].
(b) For any T -equivariant vector bundle V on Hilbn we have in KT (Hilbn)
(4.1) [V ] =
∑
λ
Λ(T ∗λ )
−1 · [V|Iλ ] · [Iλ].
For any partitions λ, µ we abbreviate Λλ = Λ(T
∗
λ) and Λλ,µ = Λ(T
∗
λ)⊠Λ(T
∗
µ). As a corollary
of the above lemma, we get the following
Corollary 4.2. For any r ∈ Z it holds
[τ rn,n+1] =
∑
µ⊂λ
τ
r
µ,λ · Λ(N
∗
µ,λ) · Λ
−1
µ,λ · [Iµ,λ],
[τ rn+1,n] =
∑
µ⊂λ
τ
r
λ,µ · Λ(N
∗
λ,µ) · Λ
−1
λ,µ · [Iλ,µ],
[τ rn,n] =
∑
λ⊢n
τ
r
λ,λ · Λ
−1
λ · [Iλ,λ],
where the sums range over all pairs of partitions λ ⊂ µ such that |µ| = n, |λ| = n+ 1.
4.2. We now write explicit formulas for the action of the elements f±1,d, f0,d on ΛK. By (2.1)
we have
Λλ =
∏
s∈λ
(1− t−l(s)qa(s)+1)(1 − tl(s)+1q−a(s)).
For µ ⊂ λ, by (2.5) we have
Λ(N∗µ,λ) =
∏
s∈µ
(1 − t−lµ(s)qaλ(s)+1)(1− tlλ(s)+1q−aµ(s)) = Λ(N∗λ,µ).
We have also
τ
r
µ,λ = τ
r
λ,µ = t
r·y(λ\µ)qr·x(λ\µ), τ rµ,µ =
(∑
s∈µ
ty(s)qx(s)
)r
.
Using the identification of Section 3.3, we deduce after straightforward computations
Lemma 4.3. (a) For any r ∈ Z and any partition ν we have
f1,r · H˜ν(q, t) =
1
(1− q)(1 − t)
∑
µ⊃ν
q(r+1)x(µ\ν)t(r+1)y(µ\ν)Lν,µ(q, t)H˜µ(q, t),
where the sum ranges over all µ ⊃ ν with |µ| = |ν|+ 1, and
Lν,µ(q, t) =
∏
s∈Cµ\ν
tlν(s) − qaν(s)+1
tlν(s)+1 − qaν(s)+1
·
∏
s∈Rµ\ν
tlν(s)+1 − qaν(s)
tlν(s)+1 − qaν(s)+1
.
(b) For any r ∈ Z and any partition ν we have
f−1,r · H˜ν(q, t) =
∑
λ⊂ν
qrx(ν\λ)try(ν\λ)Lν,λ(q, t)H˜λ(q, t),
where the sum ranges over all λ ⊂ ν with |λ| = |ν| − 1, and
Lν,λ(q, t) =
∏
s∈Cν\λ
tlν(s)+1 − qaν(s)
tlν(s) − qaν(s)
·
∏
s∈Rν\λ
tlν(s) − qaν(s)+1
tlν(s) − qaν(s)
.
In particular we have the following formulas, see [10], Theorem 1.4.
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Corollary 4.4. The following relations holds in EndK(ΛK)
f1,−1 =
1
(1− q)(1− t)
p1, f−1,0 =
∂
∂p1
.
The action of f0,r is given by the following formula, compare [18], I. (2.10’).
Lemma 4.5. For any r ∈ Z∗ and any partition ν we have
f0,r · H˜ν(q, t) =
(∑
s∈ν
qrx(s)try(s)
)
H˜ν(q, t).
4.3. Next, we check that the generators f±1,r, f0,l of HK satisfy relations (1.3), (1.4).
Proposition 4.6. For any l, k ∈ Z∗ we have [f0,l, f0,k] = 0.
Proof. This is obvious since the convolution product of two classes supported on the diagonal in
Hilb×Hilb is their tensor product. ⊓⊔
Proposition 4.7. For any l ∈ Z∗, k ∈ Z we have [f0,l, f±1,k] = ±f±1,k+l.
Proof. For any partition λ we set Blλ(q, t) =
∑
s∈λ q
lx(s)tly(s). Then we have
f0,lf1,k · H˜ν(q, t) =
1
(1 − q)(1− t)
∑
µ⊃ν
Blµ(q, t)q
(r+1)x(µ\ν)t(r+1)y(µ\ν)Lν,µ(q, t)H˜µ(q, t),
while
f1,kf0,l · H˜ν(q, t) =
1
(1− q)(1 − t)
∑
µ⊃ν
Blν(q, t)q
(r+1)x(µ\ν)t(r+1)y(µ\ν)Lν,µ(q, t)H˜µ(q, t).
Substituting the relation
Blµ(q, t)−B
l
ν(q, t) = q
lx(s)tly(s)
for s = µ\ν we obtain [f0,l, f1,k] = f1,l+k. The second part of the proposition is identical. ⊓⊔
4.4. Using Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 we may now compare the representation
ψ : HK → EndK(LK)
of Section 3.2 with the representation
ϕ˜ : E> → EndK(ΛK)
of Corollary 1.5, under the isomorphism LK ≃ ΛK in (3.5). Recall the plethystic substitution
γt ∈ EndK(ΛK) of Section 3.3. By (3.6) we have
γt(H˜λ(q, t)) = uλ(q, t)Pλ(q, t
−1)
for some scalar uλ(q, t). Using Corollary 1.5 and Lemma 4.5 we get, for each n > 1
ϕ˜(u0,n)γt(H˜λ(q, t)) =
(∑
s∈λ
qnx(s)tny(s)
)
uλ(q, t)Pλ(q, t
−1)
=
(∑
s∈λ
qnx(s)tny(s)
)
γt(H˜λ(q, t))
= γt(ψ(f0,n)H˜λ(q, t))
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and
ϕ˜(u0,−n)γt(H˜λ(q, t)) = −
(∑
s∈λ
q−nx(s)t−ny(s)
)
uλ(q, t)Pλ(q, t
−1)
= −
(∑
s∈λ
q−nx(s)t−ny(s)
)
γt(H˜λ(q, t))
= −γt(ψ(f0−,n)H˜λ(q, t)).
In addition, we have
ϕ˜(u1,0) ◦ γt =
p1
(q − 1)
◦ γt = γt ◦
p1
(q − 1)(1− t)
= −γt ◦ ψ(f1,−1).
Now, let H>K ⊂ HK be the subalgebra generated by f1,−1 and the elements f0,n for n ∈ Z
∗. By
Proposition 4.7 the elements f1,n belong to H
>
K for all n ∈ Z. Because the representations ψ, ϕ˜
are both faithful and because the K-algebras H>K and E
> are respectively generated by f1,−1,
f0,l, l ∈ Z∗ and u1,0, u0,l, l ∈ Z∗ we deduce from the above formulas that the assignment
u1,0 7→ −f1,−1, u0,n 7→ f0,n, u0,−n 7→ −f0,−n, n > 1
extends to an isomorphism E> → H>K. Twisting by automorphisms (1.11), (1.12) we see that
the assignment
u1,0 7→ t
1/2f1,−1, u0,n 7→ f0,n −
1
(1− qn)(1 − tn)
, u0,−n 7→ −f0,−n +
1
(1− q−n)(1 − t−n)
also extends to an isomorphism of algebras E> → H>K. In other words, restricting the map Ω in
Theorem 3.1 we get an isomorphism E> → H>K. In the same way we prove that Ω restricts also
to an isomorphism E6 → H6K.
4.5. We have just proved that Ω restricts to K-algebra isomorphisms
E
> → H>K, E
6 → H6K.
By Proposition 1.1 these two morphisms extend to the whole of Ec if and only if relation (1.5)
holds with the appropriate specialization of the center. The proof of this fact, which requires
somewhat involved computations, is given in Appendix A.1.
4.6. Let H>K,H
0
K,H
<
K ⊂ HK be the subalgebras generated by the elements fx with x ∈
Z1,Z0,Z−1 respectively. By Sections 4.4 and 4.5 there is a well-defined surjective algebra ho-
momorphism Ω : Ec → HK which restricts to isomorphisms
E
> → H>K, E
0 → H0K, E
< → H<K.
Recall the triangular decomposition Ec ≃ E
> ⊗ E0 ⊗ E<. To prove that the map Ω is injective
it is enough to prove the following result.
Proposition 4.8. The algebra HK has a triangular decomposition, i.e., the multiplication map
induces an isomorphism m : H>K ⊗H
0
K ⊗H
<
K → HK.
Proof. Since Ω is surjective and Ec has a triangular decomposition, the multiplication map m is
onto. We will now prove that it is also injective. The basic idea is to mimic the construction of
a coproduct on HK
4. Let us argue by contradiction and let
x =
∑
i
Pi ⊗Ri ⊗Qi
be a nonzero homogeneous element in Ker(m). We may assume that the Ri = Ri(f0,±1, f0,±2, . . .)
are linearly independent polynomials in the variables f0,l, l ∈ Z, and that Pi and Qi are nonzero.
4The existence of this coproduct is a consequence of the identification HK ≃ E.
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Multiplying by an element of H>K or H
<
K if necessary, we may also assume that deg(x) = 0. By
definition, we have
(4.2)
∑
i
Pi ◦Ri ◦Qi · H˜λ(q, t) = 0
for all partitions λ. We will apply (4.2) to a certain (asymptotic) kind of partition. Given
partitions λ1, λ2, . . . , λk, and given an integer n ≫ |λ1|, . . . , |λk| we let λ1 ⊛ . . . ⊛ λk stand for
the following partition
λ1
λ2
λk
(n, (k − 1)n)
(2n, (k − 2)n)
((k − 1)n, n)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
Figure 2. An asymptotic partition λ1 ⊛ . . .⊛ λk
Note that λ1 ⊛ . . .⊛ λk is well-defined as soon as n > supi(l(λi), l(λ
′
i)). Put
r = supi(deg(Pi)) = supi(− deg(Qi)).
Recall that for partitions ν, γ and z an operator on LK we denote by 〈ν, z · γ〉 the coefficient of
H˜ν(q, t) in z(H˜γ(q, t)). For n≫ 0 we consider the coefficients
〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ#, PiRiQi · λ⊛ γ ⊛ µ〉, λ
# ⊂ λ, µ ⊂ µ#, |λ\λ#| = |µ#\µ| = r.
Since the Qi are annihilation operators while the Pi are creation operators, and because r is
maximal, the only way to obtain λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ# from λ⊛ γ ⊛ µ is to use all of Qi to reduce λ to
λ# and to use all of Pi to increase µ to µ
#. Therefore we have
(4.3)
〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ#, PiRiQi · (λ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 =
= 〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ#, Pi · (λ
# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ,Ri · (λ
# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉
〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ,Qi · (λ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉.
Note that (4.3) is equal to zero unless deg(Pi) = − deg(Qi) = r.
Next, we define automorphisms τ ∈ Aut(H<K), ρ ∈ Aut(H
>
K) by
τ(f−1,k) = t
kf−1,k, ρ(f1,l) = q
lf1,l, ∀k, l ∈ Z.
The existence of τ, ρ is a consequence of the isomorphisms
H>K ≃ E
>, H<K ≃ E
<.
Lemma 4.9. There are constants c and d such that
(4.4) 〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ,Q · (λ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 = c 〈λ#, τ2n(Q) · λ〉,
(4.5) 〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ#, P · (λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 = d 〈µ#, ρ2n(P ) · µ〉
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for any operator P ∈ H>K[r] and Q ∈ H
<
K[−r].
Proof. We prove the first statement only, the second one is identical. If Q = f−1,kr · · · f−1,k1
then
〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ,Q · (λ ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 =
∑(
t
∑
kjy(sj)q
∑
kjx(sj) ·
r∏
j=1
Lλj⊛γ⊛µ,λj+1⊛γ⊛µ(q, t)
)
.
Here we have
• the sum runs over all sequences λ = λ1 ) λ2 · · · ) λr+1 = λ# and si = λi\λi+1,
• for partitions α ⊃ β with |α| = |β|+ 1 we have
Lα,β(q, t) =
∏
s∈Cα\β
tlα(s)+1 − qaα(s)
tlα(s) − qaα(s)
·
∏
s∈Rα\β
tlα(s) − qaα(s)+1
tlα(s) − qaα(s)
.
For sj a box in λj we have x(sj) = xλ(sj) and y(sj) = yλ(sj) + 2n, where xλ and yλ denote
the coordinate values when we place the origin at the bottom left corner of λ, i.e., at the point
(0, 2n), as opposed to the coordinate values when the origin is at the bottom left corner of
λ⊛ γ ⊛ µ. Similarly we have, for the row and columns of a box sj in λj
R(sj) = Rλj (sj), C(sj) = Cλj (sj) ⊔ C
′(sj)
where C′(sj) = {(x(sj), 0), . . . , (x(sj), 2n− 1)}. Finally, observe that the armlength a(u) or the
leglength l(u) of a box u ∈ λj are the same whether we consider u as belonging to λj or to
λj ⊛ γ ⊛ µ. From the above formulae we deduce that
t
∑
kjy(sj)q
∑
kjx(sj) ·
r∏
j=1
Lλj⊛γ⊛µ,λj+1⊛γ⊛µ(q, t) =
= t
∑
kjyλ(sj)q
∑
kjxλ(sj) ·
r∏
j=1
Lλj ,λj+1(q, t) · t
2n
∑
kj
r∏
j=1
∏
u∈C′(sj)
tlσj (u)+1 − qaσj (u)
tlσj (u) − qaσj (u)
where we have set σj = λj ⊛ γ ⊛ µ. It remains to note that
r∏
j=1
∏
u∈C′(sj)
tlλj (u)+1 − qaλj (u)
tlλj (u) − qaλj (u)
=
∏
s∈λ\λ#
∏
u∈C′(s)
ty(s)−y(u)+1 − qaσ(u)
ty(s)−y(u) − qaσ(u)
,
where we have set σ = λ⊛ γ⊛µ, is independent of the choice of the chain of subdiagrams (λj)j ,
and that ∑(
t
∑
kjyλ(sj)q
∑
kjxλ(sj) ·
r∏
j=1
Lλj ,λj+1(q, t)
)
= 〈λ#, Q · λ〉.
The lemma is proved. ⊓⊔
Using (4.3) together with the above lemma, the linear relation (4.2) may be rescaled to
(4.6)
∑
i
〈µ#, ρ2n(Pi) · µ〉 〈λ
#
⊛ γ ⊛ µ,Ri · (λ
#
⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 〈λ#, τ2n(Qi) · λ〉 = 0
for all λ, λ#, γ, µ, µ# as above, and all n ≫ 0. Let us choose some µ, µ# and λ, λ# such that
〈µ#, τ2n(Pi) · µ〉 6= 0 and 〈λ#, ρ2n(Qi) · λ〉 6= 0 for at least one value of i. Let us fix n≫ 0 and
let us vary γ. Recall that Ri is a polynomial in the operators f0,l and observe that
〈λ# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ, f0,l · (λ
# ⊛ γ ⊛ µ)〉 =
= t2nl〈λ#, f0,l · λ
#〉+ qnltnl〈γ, f0,l · γ〉+ q
2nl〈µ, f0,l · µ〉+ 〈∅⊛ ∅⊛ ∅, f0,l · (∅⊛ ∅⊛ ∅)〉.
Setting
R′i = 〈µ
#, ρ2n(Pi) · µ〉 〈λ
#, τ2n(Qi) · λ〉Ri(t
±nq±nf0,±1 + α±1, t
±2nq±2nf0,±2 + α±2, . . .)
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where
αl = 〈∅ ⊛ ∅⊛ ∅, f0,l · (∅⊛ ∅⊛ ∅)〉+ t
2nl〈λ#, f0,l · λ
#〉+ q2nl〈µ, f0,l · µ〉, l ∈ Z
∗,
we may rewrite (4.6) as
(4.7)
∑
i
〈γ,R′i · γ〉 = 0.
Since this holds for all γ with l(γ), l(γ′) < n, taking n large enough we deduce that
∑
iR
′
i ≡ 0.
Remember that the Ris were chosen to be linearly independent; but then the R
′
is are also
linearly independent and we arrive at a contradiction. This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.8.
Theorem 3.1 follows. ⊓⊔
4.7. Theorem 3.1 allows us to extend the polynomial representation ϕ˜ of E> defined in Section 1.4
to the whole algebra Ec. We simply use the isomorphism Ω to transport the representation of
HK on ΛK to Ec. Recall that σ = q
−1 and σ¯ = t−1. Recall also the operators ∆˜∞±l on ΛK
defined in Section 1.4 for each l > 1. We set
∆∞±l = ∆˜
∞
±l/(q
l − 1).
The eigenvalue of ∆∞±l on Pλ(q, t
−1) is equal to ±B±lλ (q, t) by (1.9).
Proposition 4.10. There is a unique faithful representation ϕ of Ec on ΛK such that
ϕ(ul,0) =
tl/2
1− ql
pl,
ϕ(u−l,0) = −l
ql/2
1− tl
∂
∂pl
,
ϕ(u0,l) = ∆
∞
l −
1
(1− ql)(1 − tl)
,
ϕ(u0,−l) = ∆
∞
−l +
1
(1 − q−l)(1− t−l)
.
Since the K-algebra Ec is generated by u0,±1, u±1,0 it is enough to specify the action of these
elements to determine the representation ϕ. Note that there are no finite rank analogues of the
representation ϕ because the ring SH¨n acts only on the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials
K[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ]
S∞ .
5. Virtual classes and their action on KT (Hilb)
We have defined the algebra HK as the subalgebra of EK generated by the classes of the
tautological bundles on the smooth nested Hilbert schemes Zn,m, i.e., when |n −m| 6 1. The
aim of this section is to show that HK contains the virtual classes of the more general (singular)
nested Hilbert schemes Zn,m as well as the tautological bundles over them. We also explicitly
describe the action of these virtual classes in the natural representation ΛK.
5.1. Consider the virtual vector bundle V over Hilb×Hilb with fiber
V|(I,J) = χ(O)− χ(I, J).
Here I, J are closed points of Hilb which are viewed as ideal sheaves on A2 and
χ(F ,G) =
2∑
i=0
(−1)iExti(F ,G)
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for any coherent sheaves F , G on A2. We abbreviate Vλ,µ = [V|Iλ,µ ], an element of R.
Lemma 5.1. For any partitions λ, µ such that |λ| = n, |µ| = m the following hold
(a) Vλ,µ =
∑
s∈µ t
lλ(s)+1q−aµ(s) +
∑
s∈λ t
−lµ(s)qaλ(s)+1 = qtV ∗µ,λ,
(b) Tλ = Vλ,λ if n = m,
(c) N∗λ,µ = Vλ,µ − qt if n = m+ 1 and λ ⊃ µ,
(d) N∗λ,µ = qtV
∗
λ,µ − qt if n = m− 1 and λ ⊂ µ,
(e) Λ(Vλ,µ) = 0 unless µ ⊂ λ and Λ(qtV ∗λ,µ) = 0 unless λ ⊂ µ.
Proof. Part (a) is proved in [2]. Part (b) is obvious. Now, assume that n = m + 1 and λ ⊃ µ.
Let s = λ \ µ. From (2.3) and (a) we get the following formula Vλ,µ = N∗λ,µ + t
lλ(s)+1q−aµ(s) =
N∗λ,µ+ qt. This yields (c). Part (d) follows from (a) and (c). To prove the first statement in part
(e) it suffices to notice that if λ 6⊃ µ then there exists a box s ∈ λ with lµ(s) = 0, aλ(s) = −1
or a box s ∈ µ with lλ(s) = −1, aµ(s) = 0 (such a box is located at the intersection of the
right boundaries of the Young diagrams of λ and µ). The second statement of (e) is obtained
by duality. ⊓⊔
5.2. The associative R-algebra
(5.1) ER =
∏
n
⊕
k∈Z
KT (Hilbn+k ×Hilbn)
where the product ranges over all integers n for which n > 0 and n+k > 0, acts on the R-module
(5.2) LR =
⊕
n>0
KT (Hilbn).
Abbreviate V = [V ], a class in ER. Let Vn,m be the restriction of V to KT (Hilbn ×Hilbm) and
consider the elements of ER
Vk =
∏
n
Vk+n,n, V
∗
−k =
∏
n
Vn,n+k, k > 0.
By part (e) of the above lemma the classes Λ(V k), Λ(qtV ∗−k) are supported on the union of
nested Hilbert schemes
⊔
n,m Zn,m.
Remark 5.2. The class Λ(Vn,m) for n > m or Λ(qtV∗n,m) for n < m is called the virtual funda-
mental class of Zn,m, see [2]. The reason for this is the following, see [19]. The nested Hilbert
scheme Zn,m can be embedded in the moduli space of ideal sheaves on the three-fold X = A
2×P1
with Chern classes
(5.3) c1 = 0, c2 = m[P
1], χ = m+ n.
This map embeds indeed Zn,m as one of the components of some C
∗-action on this moduli space.
Since the later carries a perfect obstruction theory, by a result of Graber and Pandharipande,
the C∗-fixed part of this obstruction defines a perfect obstruction theory on Zn,m. The virtual
fundamental class above is exactly the one which comes from this perfect obstruction theory.
We are grateful to Maulik and Okounkov for this remark.
There is a natural embedding ER ⊂ EK. Recall also the subalgebra HK ⊂ EK introduced in
Section 3.4. As we will show in this Section,
Λ(V k) ∈ HK, ∀k > 0.
More precisely, let us consider the generating series
Λ+(V )(z) = 1 +
∑
k>1
Λ(Vk)z
k ∈ ER[[z]],
Λ−(V )(z) = 1 +
∑
k>1
Λ(qtV∗−k)z
−k ∈ ER[[z
−1]].
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Let Ω : Ec → HK be the isomorphism in Theorem 3.1 and let the elements ur,d be the standard
generators of Ec. Set
al,0 =
{
t−l/2Ω(ul,l) if l > 0,
ql/2Ω(ul,0) if l < 0.
Theorem 5.3. We have
(5.4) Λ+(V )(z) = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
(−1)n(1 − tnqn)an,0
zn
n
)
,
(5.5) Λ−(V )(z) = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
(1− tnqn)a−n,0
zn
n
)
.
Proof. We will deal with (5.4) only. The proof of (5.5) goes along similar lines. In degree one,
(5.4) reads
Λ(Vn+1,n) = (1− tq)[OZn+1,n ] = (1− tq)Λ(N
∗
Zn+1,n)
which holds by virtue of Lemma 5.1 (c). We will prove (5.4) by showing that both sides are
solution to a certain recurrence equation. Recall the elements of HK given by
f0,1 =
∏
n
τn,n, f1,1 =
∏
n
τn+1,n.
For a series A(z) ∈ 1 +EK[[z]] we consider the functional equation
(5.6) [f0,1, A(z)] = z
(
A(z)f1,1 − tqf1,1A(z)
)
A solution A(z) = 1 +
∑
i xiz
i of (5.6) is uniquely determined by its first Fourier coefficient x1.
Thus (5.4) will be a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5.4. The series Λ+(V )(z) satisfies (5.6).
Proof. We must prove that for any n > 1 we have
[f0,1,ΛEn] = ΛEn−1f1,1 − tqf1,1ΛEn−1.
This means that for every pair of partitions λ, µ with µ ⊂ λ and |λ| − |µ| = n it holds
(5.7) [f0,1,ΛEn]|Iλ,µ = (ΛEn−1f1,1)|Iλ,µ − tq(f1,1ΛEn−1)|Iλ,µ .
By means of Lemma 5.1 (a) and Lemma 4.5 we have
[f0,1,ΛEn]|Iλ,µ =
( ∑
s∈λ\µ
qx(s)ty(s)
)
ΛEλ,µ
while
(5.8) (ΛEn−1f1,1)|Iλ,µ =
∑
s
qx(s)ty(s) · ΛEλ,µ+s · ΛN
∗
µ+s,µ · Λ
−1
µ+s
where the sum ranges over all addable boxes of µ which lie in λ, and
(5.9) (f1,1ΛEn−1)|Iλ,µ =
∑
s
qx(s)ty(s) · ΛN∗λ,λ\s · ΛEλ\s,µ · Λ
−1
λ\s
where the sum now ranges over all removable boxes of λ which do not lie in µ. Quantities (5.8)
and (5.9) may be nicely expressed via the change of variables introduced by Garsia and Tesler,
as in Appendix A. Namely, let x1, . . . , xr, u0, . . . , ur be the variables associated to λ and likewise
let x′1, . . . , x
′
p, u
′
0, . . . , u
′
p be those associated to µ. Then we have
(ΛEn−1f1,1)|Iλ,µ
Λλ,µ
=
1
(1− q)(1 − t)
r∑
i=1
{ r∏
j=0
(uj−xi)·
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
(xj−xi)
−1 ·
p∏
j=1
(x′j−xi)·
p∏
j=0
(u′j−xi)
−1
}
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and
(f1,1ΛEn−1)|Iλ,µ
Λλ,µ
=
qt
(1− q)(1 − t)
p∑
i=0
{ r∏
j=0
(u′i−uj)·
r∏
j=1
(u′i−xj)
−1 ·
p∏
j=1
(u′i−x
′
j)·
p∏
j=0
j 6=i
(u′i−u
′
j)
−1
}
.
Note that by Lemma A.2 (a),
(1 − t−1)(1− q−1)
∑
s∈λ\µ
qx(s)ty(s) =
( r∑
i=1
xi −
r∑
i=0
ui
)
−
( p∑
i=1
x′i −
p∑
i=0
u′i
)
so that (5.7) reduces to the following combinatorial identity, proved in Appendix A.2.
Claim 5.5. The following identity holds (in the field of rational functions in the variables in-
volved) ( r∑
i=1
xi −
r∑
i=0
ui
)
−
( p∑
i=1
x′i −
p∑
i=0
u′i
)
=
=
r∑
i=1
( r∏
j=0
(uj − xi) ·
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
(xj − xi)
−1 ·
p∏
j=1
(x′j − xi) ·
p∏
j=0
i(u′j − xi)
−1
)
−
p∑
i=0
( r∏
j=0
(u′i − uj) ·
r∏
j=1
(u′i − xj)
−1 ·
p∏
j=1
(u′i − x
′
j) ·
p∏
j=0
j 6=i
(u′i − u
′
j)
−1
)
.
(5.10)
⊓⊔
Next, we abbreviate
A(z) = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
(−1)n(1 − tnqn)an,0z
n/n
)
.
Lemma 5.6. The series A(z) satisfies (5.6).
Proof. This is again a direct computation. Set B(z) =
∑
n(−1)
n(tnqn − 1)an,0zn/n so that
A(z) = exp(B(z)). Introduce the elements al,1 = t
−l/2Ω(ul,l+1). We have
[f0,1, A(z)] =
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
[f0,1, B(z)
k] =
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
k−1∑
j=0
B(z)j [f0,1, B(z)]B(z)
k−1−j .
Using the relation [f0,1, an,0] = an,1 we get
[f0,1, B(z)] =
∑
n>1
(−1)n(tnqn − 1)an,1
zn
n
and more generally if we set
B(s)(z) =
∑
l1,...,ls>1
(−1)l1+···+ls(tl1ql1 − 1) · · · (tlsqls − 1)al1+···+ls,1
zl1+···+ls
l1 · · · ls
then
[B(s)(z), B(z)] = B(s+1)(z).
We deduce that
[f0,1, A(z)] =
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
( k−1∑
j=0
k−1−j∑
l=0
(
k − 1− j
l
)
Bl+j(z)B(k−j−l)(z)
)
=
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
k−1∑
u=0
(
k
u
)
Bu(z)B(k−u)(z).
(5.11)
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In a similar fashion, starting from the relation [f1,1, an,0] = an+1,1 we get
(5.12) z[f1,1, A(z)] =
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
k−1∑
u=0
(
k
u
)
Bu(z)B˜(k−u)(z).
where
B˜(s)(z) =
∑
l1,...,ls>1
(−1)l1+···+ls(tl1ql1 − 1) · · · (tlsqls − 1)al1+···+ls+1,1
zl1+···+ls+1
l1 · · · ls
.
From (5.11) and (5.12) we see that (5.6) reduces to the identity∑
s
1
s!
∑
l1+···+ls=n
(tl1ql1 − 1) · · · (tlsqls − 1)
l1 · · · ls
= tq
∑
s
1
s!
∑
l1+···+ls=n−1
(tl1ql1 − 1) · · · (tlsqls − 1)
l1 · · · ls
for all n. This identity is in turn a corollary of the following formula, whose proof is left to the
reader ∑
s
1
s!
∑
l1+···+ls=n
(tl1ql1 − 1) · · · (tlsqls − 1)
l1 · · · ls
= tn−1qn−1(tq − 1).
Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.3 are proved. ⊓⊔
⊓⊔
5.3. Once Theorem 5.3 is established, it is a simple task to describe the action of the virtual
classes ΛVn and ΛV ∗−n on LK. The following corollary of Theorem 5.3 may be viewed as a
K-theoretic analog of Nakajima’s formulas in Borel-Moore homology (see (0.1), (0.2)).
Corollary 5.7. As operators in LK ≃ ΛK, we have
1 +
∑
n>1
τ
∗
n ⊗ Λ(Vn)z
n = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
(−1)n
1− tnqn
1− qn
pn
zn
n
)
,
1 +
∑
n>1
Λ(qtV ∗−n)z
n = exp
(
−
∑
n>1
1− tnqn
1− tn
∂
∂pn
z−n
n
)
.
Here we have set
τ
∗
n ⊗ Λ(Vn) =
∏
k
τ
∗
n+k,k ⊗ Λ(Vn+k,k).
As mentioned to us by A. Oblomkov, a very similar result appears in [19].
6. Hecke operators
This section is devoted to the action of the Hecke operators on E>. The definition of the
action of E0 on E> is given in Section 6.1. In Proposition 6.2 this action is expressed in terms of
the tensor product by the tautological bundle over Hilbn. In Proposition 6.3 we prove that this
action equips E> with the structure of a torsion-free module over the K-algebra of symmetric
polynomials. This technical result will be used later, in Theorem 7.14, to compare the elliptic
Hall algebra with the equivariant K-theory of the commuting variety.
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6.1. Recall that E0 is a commutative polynomial algebra generated by elements {u0,l ; l ∈ Z∗}.
Let J ⊂ E0 be the augmentation ideal. We denote by σ the automorphism of E0 determined by
(6.1) σ(u0,l) = sgn(l)u0,l.
We define the map
• : E0 ⊗ E> → E>, u • v = ω(σ(u)v),
where ω : E> → E> is the projection along E> ⊗ J . It is clear that
(uu′) • v = u • (u′ • v),
so that • equips E> with the structure of a E0-module. This action restricts to the graded pieces
E
>[r] =
⊕
d∈Z
E
>[r, d], r > 1.
From [27], Theorem 6.3, we have
(6.2) u0,l • v = sgn(l) [u0,l, v], l ∈ Z, v ∈ E
>.
For any r > 1 we define also a projection
πr : E
0 → K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr , u0,l 7→ pl(z1, . . . , zr)
where pl(z1, . . . , zr) =
∑
i z
l
i is the power sum function.
Remark 6.1. When E> is interpreted as the Hall algebra of an elliptic curve • is identified with
the action of Hecke operators, see [27], Section 6. Indeed E0 ∩ E+ is the Hall algebra of the
category of torsion sheaves, E> is the Hall algebra of vector bundles, and the map ω : E> → E>
is the restriction map from the Hall algebra of all coherent sheaves to that of vector bundles.
6.2. Fix an integer r > 1. The nested Hilbert scheme Zr+k,k ⊂ Hilbr+k × Hilbk carries a
tautological bundle τ r+k,k whose fiber over a point (I, J) is equal to J/I. The character of
τ r+k,k over the T -fixed point Iλ,µ is given by the following expression
(6.3) [τ r+k,k|Iλ,µ ] =
∑
s∈λ\µ
ty(s)qx(s).
Let us put
τ r =
∏
k
τ r+k,k ∈
∏
k
KT (Hilbr+k ×Hilbr).
We introduce one final piece of notation : for any l ∈ Z∗ let
pl(τ r) = Ψl(τ r) =
∏
k
Ψl(τ r+k,k)
denote the lth Adams operation. If λ = (λ1, . . . , λs) is a partition then we set
pλ(τ r) = pλ1(τ r)⊗ · · · ⊗ pλs(τ r),
the tensor product of sheaves. We extend this notation to any symmetric function θ =
∑
aλpλ
by linearity. Note that because τ r is of rank r we have
el(τ r) = Λ
l
τ r = 0, l > r.
Therefore θ(τ r) makes sense for θ ∈ K[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr . In this notation, we have
1(τr) =
∏
k
OZr+k,k .
The following proposition connects the action of the Hecke operators with the tautological bun-
dles. Recall the algebra isomorphism Ω : E → HK given in Section 4.6.
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Proposition 6.2. For any v ∈ E>[r] and any u ∈ E0 we have
(6.4) Ω(u • v) = πr(u)(τ r)⊗ Ω(v).
Proof. Fix v ∈ E>[r]. It is enough to prove (6.4) for a system of generators of E0, such as
{u0,l ; l ∈ Z∗}. We have, by definition
Ω(u0,l • v) = sgn(l)Ω([u0,l, v])
= sgn(l) [Ω(u0,l),Ω(v)]
= [f0,l,Ω(v)].
In the convolution diagram
Hilbr+k Hilbr+k ×Hilbk
q1oo q2 // Hilbk
there is, over Zr+k,k a short exact sequence
(6.5) 0 // τ r+k,k // q∗1τ r+k // q
∗
2τ k
// 0
and hence also a short exact sequence
(6.6) 0 // Ψl(τ r+k,k) // q∗1Ψl(τ r+k) // q
∗
2Ψl(τ k) // 0
Equation (6.4) for u = u0,l follows from (6.6). ⊓⊔
6.3. Put Jr = Ker(πr) ⊂ E
0. By Proposition 6.2 above and because Ω : E → HK is an
isomorphism, the Hecke action of E0 on E>[r] factors through πr and yields an action
(6.7) • : K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr ⊗ E>[r]→ E>[r].
Observe in particular that the element z1 · · · zr acts on E
>[r] by an automorphism which we
denote by ξr ∈ Aut(E
>[r]).
Proposition 6.3. Under this action E>[r] is a torsion-free K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr -module.
Proof. We will use some results from [1], to which we refer for definitions. The algebra E+ ⊂ E>
is equipped with a (topological) comultiplication
∆ : E+ → E+⊗̂E+
which satisfies
(6.8) ∆(u0,l) = u0,l ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ u0,l,
(6.9) ∆(u1,l) = u1,l ⊗ 1 +
∑
d>0
θ0,d ⊗ u1,l−d.
Here ⊗̂ is the completed tensor product defined in [1]. When we need to specify graded compo-
nents, we write ∆r,r′ : E
+[r + r′]→ E+[r]⊗̂E+[r′]. We begin with a couple of easy lemmas.
Lemma 6.4. For any r > 1, the iterated coproduct map ∆1,...,1 : E
+[r]→ E+[1]⊗̂ · · · ⊗̂E+[1] is
injective. Moreover, the map ω⊗r ◦∆1,...,1 : E
>[r]→ E>[1]⊗ · · · ⊗ E>[1] is injective.
Proof. Let ( , ) be Green’s scalar product on E+. It is nondegenerate and satisfies the Hopf
property, i.e. (xy, z) = (x ⊗ y,∆(z)) for any x, y, z ∈ E+K. The first statement of the Lemma
follows from the fact that
⊕
r>1 E
+[r] is generated by elements of E+[1]. In a similar vein, the
second statement follows from the fact that
⊕
r>1 E
>[r] is generated by elements of E>[1]. ⊓⊔
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Lemma 6.5. For u ∈ K[u0,1,u0,2, . . .] and v ∈ E
> we have
ω ⊗ ω
(
∆(u • v)
)
= ∆(u) •
(
ω ⊗ ω
(
∆(v)
))
.
Proof. Using the formula (u1u2) • v = u1 • (u2 • v) we see that it is enough to prove the Lemma
for u = u0,l. In that case, we have
ω ⊗ ω
(
∆(u0,l • v)
)
=ω ⊗ ω
(
∆([u0,l, v])
)
=ω ⊗ ω
(
[u0,l ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ u0,l,∆(v)]
)
=(u0,l ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ u0,l) •
(
ω ⊗ ω(∆(v))
)
=∆(u0,l) •
(
ω ⊗ ω
(
∆(v)
))
.
⊓⊔
We may now proceed with the proof of Proposition 6.3. Let u ∈ E0, v ∈ E>[r], v 6= 0, and
suppose that u • v = 0. Our aim is to show that u ∈ Jr. Twisting by the automorphism ξr if
necessary, we may assume that u ∈ K[u0,1,u0,2, . . .]. Let us consider the subspace
Nr =
r∑
s=1
(E0)⊗(s−1) ⊗ J1 ⊗ (E
0)⊗(r−s) ⊂ (E0)⊗r.
We claim that it suffices to prove that ∆(r)(u) ∈ Nr. Indeed, using the bialgebra isomorphism
π : K[u0,1,u0,2, . . .]→ K[z1, z2, . . .]
S∞ , u0,l 7→ pl
we have Jr ∩K[u0,1,u0,2, . . .] = π−1K[er+1, er+2, . . .] and standard symmetric functions argu-
ments show that (∆(r))−1(π(Nr)) = K[er+1, er+2, . . .].
Now, by Lemma 6.5 we have
0 = ∆1,...,1(u • v) = ∆
(r) • ω⊗r
(
∆1,...,1(v)
)
.
By Lemma 6.4, we have ω⊗r
(
∆1,...,1(v)
)
6= 0, and we may write
(6.10) ω⊗r
(
∆1,...,1(v)
)
=
∑
d
ad u1,d1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u1,dr , ad 6= 0.
The above sum is in general infinite. However, it follows from [1], Proposition 2.1, that :
dr is bounded from above, for dr fixed dr−1 is bounded above, and more generally, for fixed
dr, dr−1, . . . , dr−i+1 the possible values of dr−i are bounded above. In particular, there exists a
unique element d = (d1, . . . , dr) appearing in (6.10) which is maximal for the (right) lexicographic
order. Similarly, modulo Nr we may write
(6.11) ∆(r)(u) =
∑
l
bl u
l1
0,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u
lr
0,1, bl 6= 0.
This sum is finite and may be empty. If ∆(r)(u) 6∈ Nr then there exists a unique l = (l1, . . . , lr)
which is maximal for the (right) lexicographic order. But then, considering the Z-graded com-
ponent
∆(1,l1+d1),...,(1,lr+dr)(u • v) = adbl
(
u1,l1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u1,lr
)
•
(
u1,d1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u1,dr
)
= adbl
(
u1,d1+l1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u1,dr+lr
)
6= 0
we reach a contradiction. Thus ∆(r)(u) ∈ Nr and u ∈ Jr. We are done. ⊓⊔
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6.4. By “transport de structure” and using Theorem 3.1, we get a Hecke action
• : H0K ⊗H
>
K → H
>
K
which is determined by
(u1u2) • v = u1 • (u2 • v), f0,l • v = [f0,l, v], ∀ l ∈ Z.(6.12)
This action is torsion free in the same sense as Proposition 6.3. Note that we may also use
formulas (6.12) to extend this to a Hecke action
(6.13) • : H0K ⊗ EndK(LK)→ EndK(LK).
Using this notation we have
(6.14) h • ψ(u) = ψ(h • u)
for any h ∈ H0K and u ∈ H
>
K.
7. K-theory of the commuting variety
The aim of this section is to introduce a ring structure on the equivariant Grothendieck group
of the commuting variety and to compare this ring with the positive part of the elliptic Hall
algebra. The ring C¯R is given in Proposition 7.5. Then we prove in Proposition 7.9 that it acts
on the R-module LR equal to the K-theory of the Hilbert scheme. Next, in Proposition 7.10
we compare the Hecke action on the algebra H>K, which is the positive part of the elliptic Hall
algebra by Theorem 3.1, with the natural action of the representation ring on the equivariant
K-theory of the commuting variety. Finally, in Theorem 7.14, we compare C¯K with H
>
K.
7.1. First let us recall a few general facts. Let G be a complex linear algebraic group. By a
variety we’ll always mean a quasi-projective complex variety. We call G-variety a variety with a
rational action of G.
Let P ⊂ G a parabolic subgroup and H ⊂ P a Levi subgroup. Fix a H-variety Y . The
group P acts on Y through the obvious group homomorphism P → H . Let X = G×P Y be the
induced G-variety.
Now assume that Y is smooth. Given a smooth subscheme O ⊂ Y let T ∗OY ⊂ T
∗Y be the
conormal bundle to O. It is well-known that the induced H-action on T ∗Y is Hamiltonian and
that the zero set of the moment map is the closed H-subvariety
T ∗HY =
⋃
O
T ∗OY ⊂ T
∗Y,
where O runs over the set of G-orbits. The following lemma is left to the reader.
Lemma 7.1. We have T ∗X = T ∗P (G × Y )/P and T
∗
GX = G ×P T
∗
HY . The induction yields a
canonical isomorphism KH(T ∗HY ) = K
G(T ∗GX).
We’ll call fibration a smooth morphism which is locally trivial in the Zariski topology. Let X ′
be a smooth G-variety and V be a smooth H-variety. Assume that we are given H-equivariant
homomorphisms p : V → Y and q : V → X ′ which are a fibration and a closed embedding
respectively. Set W = G×P V and consider the following maps
g : W → X ′, (g, v)modP 7→ gq(v),
f : W → X, (g, v)modP 7→ (g, p(v))modP.
The following properties are immediate.
Lemma 7.2. The map f is a G-equivariant fibration, the map g is a G-equivariant proper
morphism, and the map (f, g) is a closed embedding W ⊂ X ×X ′. The varieties V , W , X, X ′
are smooth.
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We’ll identify W with its image in X ×X ′. Let Z = T ∗W (X ×X
′) the conormal bundle. It is
again a smooth G-variety. The obvious projections yield G-equivariant maps
φ : Z → T ∗X, ψ : Z → T ∗X ′.
Consider the G-variety
ZG = Z ∩ (T
∗
GX × T
∗
GX
′).
Recall that a morphism of varieties S → T is called regular if it is the composition of a regular
immersion S ⊂ S′, i.e., an immersion which is locally defined by a regular sequence, and of a
smooth map S′ → T . Note that a regular map has a finite tor-dimension and that a morphism
S → T is regular whenever S and T are smooth.
Lemma 7.3. (a) The map ψ is proper and regular, the map φ is regular.
(b) We have φ−1(T ∗GX) = ZG and ψ(ZG) ⊂ T
∗
GX
′.
Proof. To prove that ψ is a proper morphism we may assume that the fibration f is indeed the
obvious projection
f : W = X × U → X,
where U is a smooth G-variety. Since the map g is proper, it is enough to check that for all
w = (x, u) ∈W we have
{ξ ∈ T ∗w(X ×X
′); ξ(TwW ) = ξ(Tx′X
′) = 0} = {0}.
This is obvious because we have
TwW + TuX
′ = TxX + TuU + TuX
′ = TxX + TuX
′.
The maps φ, ψ are regular because Z is smooth. For instance φ is the composition of the
projection T ∗(X ×X ′)→ T ∗X , which is smooth, and of the obvious inclusion Z ⊂ T ∗(X ×X ′),
which is regular. Claim (a) is proved.
Now let us concentrate on (b). The second claim is obvious. Let us prove the first one. Since
the set W ⊂ X ×X ′ is preserved by the diagonal action of G we have
Tx′(Gx
′) ⊂ TwW + Tx(Gx), ∀w = (x, x
′) ∈W.
Thus we have also
Z ∩ (T ∗GX × T
∗X ′) ⊂ T ∗GX × T
∗
GX
′.
⊓⊔
To avoid confusions we may abbreviate
φG = φ|ZG : ZG → T
∗
GX, ψG = ψ|ZG : ZG → T
∗
GX
′.
7.2. Recall that for any G-variety M and any closed G-stable subvariety N ⊂ M the direct
image by the obvious inclusion N → M identifies KG(N) with the complexified Grothendieck
group KG(M on N) of the category of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on M supported on N .
Since the map ψ is a proper morphism the derived direct image yields a map
Rψ∗ : K
G(Z)→ KG(T ∗X ′).
By Lemma 7.3(b) we have also a map
Rψ∗ : K
G(ZG) = K
G(Z on ZG)→ K
G(T ∗X ′ on T ∗GX
′) = KG(T ∗GX
′).
Since the map φ has a finite tor-dimension the derived pull-back yields a map
Lφ∗ : KG(T ∗X)→ KG(Z).
By definition Lφ∗ is the composition of the pull-back by the projection T ∗X × T ∗X ′ → T ∗X
and the derived pull-back by the regular immersion Z ⊂ T ∗X × T ∗X ′. By Lemma 7.3(b) we
have also a map
Lφ∗ : KG(T ∗GX) = K
G(T ∗X on T ∗GX)→ K
G(Z on ZG) = K
G(ZG).
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Composing Rψ∗ and Lφ
∗ we get a map
Rψ∗ ◦ Lφ
∗ : KG(T ∗GX)→ K
G(T ∗GX
′).
By Lemma 7.1 the induction yields also an isomorphism
KH(T ∗HY ) = K
G(T ∗GX).
Composing it by Rψ∗ ◦ Lφ∗ we obtain a map
(7.1) KH(T ∗HY )→ K
G(T ∗GX
′).
7.3. Now, we apply the general construction recalled above to the particular case of the com-
muting variety. First, let us fix some notation. Let E be a finite dimensional C-vector space.
We’ll abbreviate GE = GL(E) and gE = End(E). Set
CE = {(a, b) ∈ g
2; [a, b] = 0}.
If no confusion is possible we’ll write C = CE , G = GE and g = gE . We equip C with the
diagonal G-action and the T -action such that
(7.2) (z1, z2) · (a, b) = (z1a, z2b).
7.4. Next we fix a subspace E1 ⊂ E and we set E2 = E/E1. We may write Gi = GEi , gi = gEi ,
Ci = CEi , etc, for i = 1, 2. Set
H = G1 ×G2, P = {g ∈ G; g(E1) = E1}.
Let g, p and h be the corresponding Lie algebras. Put
Y = h, X ′ = g, V = p.
The G-action on X ′ and the H-action on Y are the adjoint ones. Put
Cg = C, Ch = C1 × C2, Cp = p
2 ∩ C.
For each a ∈ p let ah ∈ h be the graded linear map associated with a. We apply the general
construction in Section 7.2 with the map p : V → Y , a 7→ ah and the obvious inclusion q : V →
X ′. By the canonical isomorphisms g∗ = g, h∗ = h we’ll always mean the isomorphisms given
by the trace.
Lemma 7.4. (a) We have X = G ×P h and W = G ×P p. The maps W → X, W → X ′ are
given by (g, a) mod P 7→ (g, ah) mod P and (g, a) mod P 7→ gag−1.
(b) The canonical isomorphisms g∗ = g, (g× h)∗ = g× h yield isomorphisms of G-varieties
T ∗X ′ = g2, T ∗X = G×P {(c, a, b) ∈ p× h× h; ch = [a, b]}, Z = G×P p
2.
For each a, b ∈ p we have
φ((g, a, b) mod P ) = (g, [a, b], ah, bh) mod P, ψ((g, a, b) mod P ) = (gag
−1, gbg−1).
(c) We have canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties
T ∗GX = G×P Ch, T
∗
GX
′ = C, ZG = G×P Cp.
The maps φG, ψG are the obvious ones.
Proof. We’ll frequently use the following isomorphisms without mentioning them explicitly
G×P (h× g)→ X ×X
′, (g, a, b) mod P 7→ ((g, a) mod P, gbg−1),
G× g∗ → T ∗G, (g, f) 7→ gf.
By Lemma 7.1 we have
T ∗(X ×X ′) = T ∗P (G× h× g)/P
= G×P {(f, a) ∈ (g× h× g)
∗ × (h× g); f(−b, [δb, a]) = 0, ∀b ∈ p}.
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Let δ is the linear map
δ : p→ h× g, a 7→ (ah, a).
We have
Z = T ∗W (X ×X
′), W = G×P δp, T
∗W = T ∗P (G× p)/P.
Let δp⊥ ⊂ (h× g)∗ be the orthogonal of δp. We have also
T ∗(X ×X ′)|W = G×P {(f, a) ∈ (g× h× g)
∗ × p; f(−b, δ[b, a]) = 0, ∀b ∈ p},
T ∗W = G×P {(f, a) ∈ (g× p)
∗ × p; f(−b, [b, a]) = 0, ∀b ∈ p},
Z = G×P (δp
⊥ × p).
Here the inclusion Z ⊂ T ∗(X ×X ′) is given by the inclusion δ : p→ h× g and the inclusion
δp⊥ = {0} × δp⊥ ⊂ {0} × (h× g)∗ ⊂ (g× h× g)∗.
The canonical isomorphism (h× g)∗ → h× g identifies δp⊥ with δ′p ≃ p, where
δ′ : p→ h× g, a 7→ (−ah, a).
This yields an isomorphism
Z = G×P p
2.
By Lemma 7.1 we have
T ∗X = T ∗P (G× h)/P
= G×P {(f, a) ∈ (g× h)
∗ × h; f(−b, [bh, a]) = 0, ∀b ∈ p},
T ∗GX = G×P T
∗
Hh,
= G×P Ch,
= G×P {(f, a) ∈ (g× h)
∗ × h; f(−b, [bh, a]) = f(c, 0) = 0, ∀b ∈ p, c ∈ g}.
Here the inclusion h∗ × h ⊂ (g× h)∗ × h is given by the map
h∗ = {0} × h∗ ⊂ (g× h)∗.
The map φ is the composition of the chain of maps
Z ⊂ T ∗(X ×X ′)→ T ∗X.
Fix a, b ∈ p. Consider the element ξ = (g, a, b) mod P of Z. We may identify a with δ′a, which
can be regarded as an element in
(h× g)∗ = {0} × (h× g)∗ ⊂ (g× h× g)∗ = g∗ × h∗ × g∗,
and b with δb, which is an element of h × g. So ξ can be viewed as an element in T ∗(X ×X ′),
see above. Set δ′a = (0, fh, f). A short computation yields
φ(ξ) = (g,−[bh, f ], fh, bh) mod P
where the bracket is the coadjoint action. Now, observe that the canonical map identifies fh, f
with −ah, a respectively. This yields the formula for φ in part (b). Finally Lemma 7.3(b) yields
ZG = φ
−1(T ∗GX).
Therefore we have ZG = G×P Cp. The other claims are left to the reader. ⊓⊔
Next, we set C¯E,R = K
G×T (CE). A vector space isomorphism E ≃ E′ yields a R-module
isomorphism CE,R ≃ C¯E′,R. Let
C¯R = lim
→ E
C¯E,R,
where the limit runs over the groupoid formed by all finite dimensional vector spaces with their
isomorphisms. There is a G× T -action on T ∗X and T ∗X ′ is given by
(z1, z2) · (g, c, a, b) mod P = (g, z1z2c, z1a, z2b) mod P,
(z1, z2) · (g, a, b) mod P = (g, z1a, z2b) mod P.
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We define as in (7.1) a R-linear homomorphism
KH×T (Ch)→ K
G×T (C) = C¯E,R.
We’ll abbreviate C¯i = C¯Ei,R for i = 1, 2. By the Kunneth formula, see [5], Chapter 5.6, it can
be viewed as a map
(7.3) C¯1 ⊗R C¯2 → CE,R.
Proposition 7.5. The map (7.3) equips C¯R with the structure of an associative unital R-algebra.
Proof. Fix a flag E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ E. First, we define the following varieties
• X1 is the set of tuples (F1, F2, a) where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ E is a flag such that F1 ≃ E1,
F2 ≃ E2 and a is an endomorphism of the graded vector space F1 ⊕ (F2/F1)⊕ (E/F2),
• X2 is the set of pairs (F1, a) where F1 ⊂ E is a vector subspace isomorphic to E1 and a
is an endomorphism of the graded vector space F1 ⊕ (E/F1),
• X3 = g.
Next, we define the following ones
• W1 is the set of pairs (F1, a) where F1 ⊂ E is a vector subspace isomorphic to E1 and
a ∈ g preserves F1,
• W2 is the set of tuples (F1, F2, a) where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ E is a flag such that F1 ≃ E1,
F2 ≃ E2 and a ∈ g preserves F1 and F2,
• W3 is the set of tuples (F1, F2, a) where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ E is a flag such that F1 ≃ E1,
F2 ≃ E2 and a is an endomorphism of the graded vector space F1 ⊕ (E/F1) which
preserves the subspace {0} ⊕ (F2/F1).
There are obvious inclusions W1 ⊂ X3 × X2, W2 ⊂ X3 × X1 and W3 ⊂ X2 × X1. These
inclusions factor through an isomorphism
W2 =W1 ×X2 W3.
Now, we consider the smooth varieties
Z1 = T
∗
W1(X3 ×X2), Z2 = T
∗
W2(X3 ×X1), Z3 = T
∗
W3(X2 ×X1).
The intersection of (W1 ×X1) ∩ (X3 ×W2) is transverse in X3 ×X2 ×X1. Thus, by [5], Theo-
rem 2.7.26, the obvious projection T (X3×X2 ×X1)→ T ∗(X3 ×X1) factors to an isomorphism
Z1 ×T∗X2 Z3 → Z2.
Therefore, we have the following diagram with a Cartesian square
(7.4) T ∗X3 Z1
ψ1oo φ1 // T ∗X2
Z2
ψ2
bb❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
α
OO
β //
φ2 ##❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
Z3
ψ3
OO
φ3

T ∗X1.
The maps are all regular (all the varieties are smooth), and ψ1, ψ3 are proper. Put ψ2 = ψ1 ◦ α
and φ2 = φ3 ◦ β. Then ψ2 is also proper. Therefore we can define the following maps
(7.5)
I1 = R(ψ1)∗ ◦ Lφ
∗
1 : K
G×T (T ∗X2 on T
∗
GX2)→ K
G×T (T ∗X3 on T
∗
GX3),
I3 = R(ψ3)∗ ◦ Lφ
∗
3 : K
G×T (T ∗X1 on T
∗
GX1)→ K
G×T (T ∗X2 on T
∗
GX2),
I2 = R(ψ2)∗ ◦ Lφ
∗
2 : K
G×T (T ∗X1 on T
∗
GX1)→ K
G×T (T ∗X3 on T
∗
GX3).
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Note that Z1, Z2, Z3, T
∗X2 are smooth with dimZ1 + dimZ3 = dimZ2 + dimT
∗X2, that ψ3 is
proper and that α× β is a closed embedding Z2 ⊂ Z1 × Z3. Therefore, by base change we have
I2 = I1 ◦ I3, see Proposition C.1. Now, set
P1 = {g ∈ G; g(E1) = E1}, P = {g ∈ P1; g(E2) = E2}.
The Lie algebras of P1, P and their Levi factors are denoted by p1, p, h1, h. Lemma 7.4 yields
T ∗GX3 = C, T
∗
GX2 = G×P1 Ch1 , T
∗
GX1 = G×P Ch.
Thus I1, I3 yield maps
I1 : K
GE1×T (C1)⊗R K
GE/E1×T (CE/E1)→ K
G×T (C),
I3 : K
H×T (Ch)→ K
GE1×T (C1)⊗R K
GE/E1×T (CE/E1).
The equality I2 = I1 ◦ I3 implies that C¯R is associative in the same way as in [17], Lemma 3.4.
⊓⊔
Remark 7.6. Although Z is smooth the variety ZG is not locally a complete intersection in
general. This explains why we used Lφ∗ rather than L(φG)
∗ (which may not be well defined) in
the definition of the map (7.1). Note also that the map φ is not flat in general. This explains
why we used the derived functor Lφ∗.
7.5. Next, we modify slightly the construction in Section 7.3 in order to get a C¯R-module. First,
let us recall the relation between the commuting variety and the Hilbert scheme. Set
N = NE = g
2 × E∗ × E, M =ME = {(a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ N ; [a, b] + v ◦ ϕ = 0}.
Here v ◦ ϕ is regarded as an element of g. Let Ns ⊂ N be the set of tuples (a, b, v, ϕ) such that
the elements ai1bi2 · · · (v) span E as (i1, i2, . . . ) runs over the set of all tuples of integers > 0.
Put M s =M ∩Ns. The group G× T acts on M s as
(7.6) (g, z1, z2) · (a, b, ϕ, v) = (z1gag
−1, z2gbg
−1, ϕg−1, z1z2gv).
We set ME,R = K
G×T (M s). A vector space isomorphism E ≃ E′ yields an R-module
isomorphisms ME,R ≃ME′,R. Let
MR = lim
→ E
ME,R,
where the limit runs over the groupoid formed by all finite dimensional vector spaces with their
isomorphisms. If n = dim E there is a G-torsor
M s → Hilbn, (a, b, v, ϕ) 7→ {p(x, y) ∈ C[x, y]; p(a, b)v = 0}.
Recall the R-module LR from (5.2). The following is now obvious.
Lemma 7.7. If dim E = n there are canonical R-module isomorphisms ME,R = K
T (Hilbn)
and MR = LR.
7.6. Now fix a subspace E1 ⊂ E and we set E2 = E/E1. Let π : E → E2 be the obvious
projection. Let H , P , h and p be as in Section 7.4. We set
X ′ = g× E, Y = h× E2, V = p× E, X = G×P Y, W = G×P V.
The G-action on E is the obvious one, the P action on E2 is the composition of the obvious map
P → H and the H-action on E2. The G-action on X ′, the H-action on Y and the P -action on
V are the diagonal ones. We’ll also write
Ng = N, Nh = h
2 × E∗2 × E2 = (g1)
2 ×N2, Np = p
2 × E∗2 × E,
Mg =M, Mh = C1 ×M2, Mp = Np ∩M.
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Here we have identified E∗2 with a subspace of E
∗ via the transpose of π. We’ll apply the
general construction in Section 7.2 with the map p : V → Y , (a, v) 7→ (ah, π(v)) and the obvious
inclusion q : V → X ′. The following is proved as Lemma 7.4.
Lemma 7.8. (a) We have X = G ×P (h × E2) and W = G ×P (p × E). The maps W → X,
W → X ′ are given by (g, a, v) mod P 7→ (g, ah, π(v)) mod P and (g, a, v) mod P 7→ (gag−1, gv).
(b) We have canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties
T ∗X ′ = N, T ∗X = G×P {(c, a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ p×Nh; ch = [a, b] + v ◦ ϕ}, Z = G×P Np.
For all (a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ Np we have
φ((g, a, b, ϕ, v) mod P ) = (g, [a, b] + v ◦ ϕ, ah, bh, ϕ, π(v)) mod P,
ψ((g, a, b, ϕ, v) mod P ) = (gag−1, gbg−1, (ϕ ◦ π)g−1, gv).
(c) We have canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties
T ∗GX = G×P Mh, T
∗
GX
′ =M, ZG = G×P Mp.
The maps φG, ψG are the obvious ones.
We can now prove the following.
Proposition 7.9. There is a representation ρ : C¯R → EndR(MR).
Proof. We’ll abbreviate Mi =MEi,R for i = 1, 2. First we define a R-linear homomorphism
(7.7) C¯1 ⊗R M2 →ME,R.
We set Nsp = Np ∩N
s, M sp =Mp ∩M
s and
Zs = Z ∩ ψ−1(Ns) = G×P N
s
p , Z
s
G = ZG ∩ Z
s = G×P M
s
p .
Note that Nsp ,M
s
p , Z
s, ZsG are open in Np,Mp, Z, ZG. The map ψ restricts to proper morphisms
ψs : Z
s → Ns, ψG,s : Z
s
G →M
s.
Taking the derived direct image we get a R-linear map
(7.8) R(ψs)∗ : K
G×T (ZsG) = K
G×T (Zs on ZsG)→ K
G×T (Ns on M s) = KG×T (M s).
Next, we set Nsh = (g1)
2 ×Ns2 , M
s
h = C1 ×M
s
2 and
T ∗Xs = T ∗X ∩ (G×P (p×N
s
h)), T
∗
GX
s = T ∗GX ∩ T
∗Xs = G×P M
s
h .
We have φ(Zs) ⊂ T ∗Xs by Lemma 7.8(b). Hence the restriction of φ yields morphisms
φs : Z
s → T ∗Xs, φG,s : Z
s
G → T
∗
GX
s.
The map φs has a finite tor-dimension because φ is regular. Hence the derived pull-back Lφ
∗
s is
well-defined, and it yields a R-linear homomorphism
(7.9) Lφ∗s : K
G×T (T ∗GX
s) = KG×T (T ∗Xs on T ∗GX
s)→ KG×T (Zs on ZsG) = K
G×T (ZsG).
Finally, by induction we have a canonical isomorphism of R-modules
(7.10) C¯1 ⊗R M2 = K
G×T (T ∗GX
s).
We define the map (7.7) to be the composition of (7.10), (7.9) and (7.8).
Now we must prove that the map (7.7) defines a CR-action on MR. The proof is the same
as the proof of Proposition 7.5. More precisely, fix a flag E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ E and define P1, P,H1, H
and their Lie algebras as in loc. cit. We define the following varieties
• X1 is the set of tuples (F1, F2, a, v) where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ E is a flag such that F1 ≃ E1,
F2 ≃ E2 and a is an endomorphism of the graded vector space F1 ⊕ (F2/F1)⊕ (E/F2),
and v is an element of E/F2,
• X2 is the set of pairs (F1, a, v) where F1 ⊂ E is a vector subspace isomorphic to E1, a is
an endomorphism of the graded vector space F1⊕ (E/F1), and v is an element of E/F1,
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• X3 = g× E.
Next, we define the following ones
• W1 is the set of tuples (F1, a, v) where F1 ⊂ E is a vector subspace isomorphic to E1,
a ∈ g preserves F1, and v ∈ E,
• W2 is the set of tuples (F1, F2, a, v) where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ E is a flag such that F1 ≃ E1,
F2 ≃ E2, a ∈ g preserves F1 and F2, and v ∈ E,
• W3 is the set of tuples (F1, F2, a) where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ E is a flag such that F1 ≃ E1,
F2 ≃ E2, a is an endomorphism of the graded vector space F1⊕ (E/F1) which preserves
the subspace {0} ⊕ (F2/F1), and v ∈ E/F1.
We have canonical inclusions W1 ⊂ X3 ×X2, W3 ⊂ X2 ×X1 and W2 ⊂ X3 ×X1. Set
Z1 = T
∗
W1(X3 ×X2), Z2 = T
∗
W2(X3 ×X1), Z3 = T
∗
W3(X2 ×X1).
We have again W2 = W1 ×X2 W3 and Z2 = Z1 ×T∗X2 Z3. In particular we have also the
commutative diagram (7.4) with a Cartesian square. Therefore, defining the maps I1, I2, I3 as
in (7.5) by base change we get I2 = I1 ◦ I3. Further, by Lemma 7.8 we have
I1 : K
G1×T (C1)⊗R K
GE/E1×T (ME/E1)→ K
G×T (M),
I3 : K
H×T (Mh)→ K
G1×T (C1)⊗R K
G2×T (ME/E1),
where Mh = C1 × CE2/E1 ×ME/E2. This implies that the ring C¯R acts on the Abelian group
lim
→ E
KG×T (ME).
Finally we must prove that C¯R acts also on MR. By Lemma 7.8 we have
T ∗X3 = N, T
∗X2 ⊂ G×P1 (p1 ×Nh1), T
∗X1 ⊂ G×P (p ×Nh),
where Nh1 = (g1)
2 ×NE/E1 and Nh = (g1)
2 × (gE2/E1)
2 ×NE/E2 . We set
T ∗Xs3 = N
s, T ∗Xs2 = T
∗X2 ∩ (G×P1 (p1 ×N
s
h1
)), T ∗Xs1 = T
∗X1 ∩ (G×P (p×N
s
h)).
Set also
Zs3 = ψ
−1
3 (T
∗Xs2), Z
s
2 = ψ
−1
2 (T
∗Xs3), Z
s
1 = ψ
−1
1 (T
∗Xs3).
We still have a commutative diagram with a Cartesian square
T ∗Xs3 Z
s
1
ψ1oo φ1 // T ∗Xs2
Zs2
ψ2
bb❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
α
OO
β //
φ2 ""❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
Zs3
ψ3
OO
φ3

T ∗Xs1 .
We can check that Zs2 = Z
s
3 ×T∗Xs2 Z
s
1 . Then the rest of the proof is as above. ⊓⊔
7.7. We keep the same notation as in the previous section. Note that we have MR = LR by
Lemma 7.7. We’ll denote as usual by C¯K, MK, etc, the extensions of scalars from R to K. Our
next goal is to compare the representation ρ with the faithful representation
ψ : HK → EndK(LK)
given in Section 3.4. For each finite dimensional vector space E we have a R-submodule C¯E,R ⊂
C¯R which depends only on the dimension of E. Recall that E
0 ≃ H0K is a free polynomial
algebra in the tautological classes f0,l =
∏
nΨl(τn,n), l ∈ Z. We define, for each E, a projection
map
πE : H
0
K → RGE×T ⊗RK, f0,l 7→ Ψl(E)(7.11)
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where we also write E for the standard G-module. The collection of maps πE endows C¯K with
the structure of an H0K-module :
H0K ⊗K C¯E,K → C¯E,K, (h, u) 7→ hu = πE(h)u,
where the multiplication in the right hand side is the tensor product of a class in equivariant
K-theory by a representation. In Section 6.4 we have also defined a Hecke action
• : H0K ⊗K EndK(LK)→ EndK(LK).
Proposition 7.10. The map ρ : C¯K → EndK(LK) intertwines the H0K-module structure on C¯K
with the Hecke action on EndK(LK), i.e., for h ∈ H0K and u ∈ C¯K we have ρ(hu) = h • ρ(u).
Proof. Fix a flag E1 ⊂ E, E2 = E/E1 with dim E1 = n, dim E2 = k. By (6.13) we must check
that
(7.12) ρ(Ψl(E1)u)(x) = Ψl(τn+k)⊗ ρ(u)(x) − ρ(u)(Ψl(τk)⊗ x),
for each
u ∈ C¯1 = K
G1×T (C1), x ∈M2 = K
G2×T (M s2 ) = K
T (Hilbk).
Here the tensor product is the tensor product of coherent sheaves over Hilbn+k and Hilbk re-
spectively. Recall the diagram
T ∗GX
s
g

ZsG
φG,soo
g′

ψG,s// (T ∗GX
′)s

T ∗Xs Zs
φsoo Ψs // (T ∗X ′)s,
where T ∗GX
s = G×P (C1 ×M s2 ), Z
s = G×P Nsp and (T
∗
GX
′)s =M s. Recall also the induction
Ind : C¯1 ⊗RM2 → K
G×T (T ∗GX
s).
We have
ρ(u)(x) = R(ψs)∗Lφ
∗
sg∗(Iu,x), Iu,x = Ind(u⊗ x).
Therefore we have
ρ(u)(Ψl(τk)⊗ x) = R(ψs)∗Lφ
∗
sg∗(θ
′
Ψl(E2)
⊗ Iu,x)),
where θ′Ψl(E2) ∈ K
G×T (T ∗Xs) is the class induced from the class of the representation Ψl(E2)
in RP×T . Note that the G2-module E2 is regarded as a P -module via the obvious map P →
H = G1 × G2, and that it is equipped with the trivial T -action. Thus, the projection formula
yields
(7.13) ρ(u)(Ψl(τk)⊗ x) = R(ψs)∗(θΨl(E2) ⊗ Lφ
∗
sg∗(Iu,x)),
where θΨl(E2) ∈ K
G×T (Zs) is induced from the class of Ψl(E2) in R
P×T . For a similar reason
we have also
(7.14) ρ(Ψl(E1)u)(x) = R(ψs)∗(θΨl(E1) ⊗ Lφ
∗
sg∗(Iu,x)),
Finally, we have
(7.15) Ψl(τn+k)⊗ ρ(u)(x) = Ψl(E)R(ψs)∗Lφ
∗
sg∗(Iu,x),
where Ψl(E) is identified with its class in R
G×T . The formula (7.12) is a direct consequence of
(7.13), (7.14), (7.15). It is enough to observe that (7.15) is equivalent to the equality
Ψl(τn+k)⊗ ρ(u)(x) = R(ψs)∗(Ψl(E)Lφ
∗
sg∗(Iu,x))
and that Ψl(E) = θΨl(E1) + θΨl(E1) in K
G×T (Zs).
⊓⊔
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If E is one-dimensional then
C¯1R = C¯E,R = RC∗×T [C], RC∗×T = R[z, z
−1].
Recall that the symbol [C] denotes the class of OC and that R = RT . Write
(7.16) θl = z
l[C].
We can now compare the representation ψ : HK → EndK(LK) from Section 3.2 with the
representation ρ : C¯K → EndK(LK) from Proposition 7.10.
Proposition 7.11. If E is one-dimensional then we have ρ(θl) = ψ(f1,l) for each l ∈ Z.
Proof. Let us change the notation. Set E2 = E/E1 where E1 ⊂ E is a line and dim E = n+ 1.
Let x1 = z
l[C1] and x2 ∈ KT (Hilbn). We view x1, x2 as elements of
C¯1R = K
G1×T (C1), M2 = K
G2×T (M s2 ).
We have
τ
l
n+1,n ⋆ x2 ∈ K
T (Hilbn+1) =ME,R.
We must check that the image x3 ∈ME,R of x1 ⊗ x2 by the map (7.7) is equal to τ ln+1,n ⋆ x2.
In Section 7.6 we have defined a map φs : Z
s → T ∗Xs which restricts to the map
φG,s : Z
s
G = G×P M
s
p → T
∗
GX
s = G×P (C1 ×M
s
2 ).
Consider the Cartesian square of smooth connected varieties
T ∗GX
s
g

ZsG
φG,soo
g′

T ∗Xs Zs.
φsoo
The vertical maps are the canonical closed embeddings. The induction yields an isomorphism
Ind : C¯1 ⊗R M2 → K
G×T (T ∗GX
s)
such that x3 = R(ψs)∗(y3), where
y3 = Lφ
∗
sg∗Ind(x1 ⊗ x2) ∈ K
G×T (ZsG).
By Lemma 7.8(c) the variety ZsG is the set of tuples (a, b, v, ϕ) ∈ M
s such that a, b ∈ p and
ϕ(E1) = 0. It is well-known that the stability condition implies that ϕ = 0. Thus Z
s
G is a
G-torsor over Hilbn+1,n. Hence we have
dim ZsG = dim G+ dim Hilbn+1,n = n
2 + 4n+ 3,
dim Zs = dim G− dim P + dim Np = 2n
2 + 5n+ 3,
dim T ∗GX
s = dim G− dim P + dimM sh = n
2 + 3n+ 2,
dim T ∗Xs = 2dim X = 2n2 + 4n+ 2.
Thus Proposition C.1 yields Lφ∗s ◦ g∗ = g
′
∗ ◦ Lφ
∗
G,s. Therefore we have
x3 = R(ψG,s)∗Lφ
∗
G,sInd(x1 ⊗ x2).
Thus we are reduced to observe that the canonical isomorphism
KG×T (ZsG) = K
T (Zn+1,n)
takes the class Lφ∗G,sInd(x1 ⊗ x2) to τ
l
n+1,n ⊗ π
∗
2x2. Recall that τ
l
n+1,n is the l-th power of the
tautological bundle over Hilbn+1,n. Thus the claim follows from the definition of x1 and the
formula for φG,s recalled above.
⊓⊔
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7.8. The R-algebra C¯R is naturally N-graded, with the piece C¯
n
R of degree n equal to the limit
C¯nR = lim→ E
C¯E,R,
over the groupoid formed by all n-dimensional vector spaces with their isomorphisms. Consider
the R-subalgebra SCR ⊂ C¯R generated by C¯1R. We’ll abbreviate
SC
n
R = C¯
n
R ∩ SCR, SCK = SCR ⊗RK.
We have defined in Section 4.6 a K-subalgebra H>K ⊂ HK. Proposition 7.11 bears the following
consequence.
Corollary 7.12. For n = 1 the assignment θl 7→ f1,l, l ∈ Z, defines uniquely a surjective
K-algebra homomorphism Ξ : SCK → H
>
K such that ρ = ψ ◦ Ξ.
7.9. Our next goal is to prove that the map Ξ is indeed an isomorphism. For each vector space E
of dimension n the direct image by the inclusion C ⊂ g×g yields a RG×T -module homomorphism
(7.17) C¯nR → K
G×T (g× g).
We conjecture that (7.17) is an injective map. By the Thomason concentration theorem this
conjecture is equivalent to the following one.
Conjecture 7.13. The RG×T -module C¯
n
R is torsion-free.
The image of (7.17) is the quotient of C¯nR by its torsion RG×T -submodule. Let SC
n
R be the
image of SC
n
R by (7.17) and let SCR =
⊕
n>0 SC
n
R.
Theorem 7.14. (a) The map (7.17) factors to a surjective algebra homomorphism SCR →
SCR.
(b) The map Ξ factors to a K-algebra isomorphism Ξ : SCK → H
>
K.
Proof. The map (7.17) yields a surjective R-linear homomorphism SCR → SCR. It is easy to
check that the multiplication on SCR descends to SCR. Now, set n = dim E. In Section 5.2 we
have defined a class Λ(Vn) ∈ H
>
K. Since the map Ξ : SCK → H
>
K is surjective we may fix an
element νn ∈ SC
n
K which maps to Λ(Vn). By the Thomason concentration theorem, the direct
image by the inclusion {0} ⊂ g2 yields an isomorphism
Frac(RG×T )→ C¯
n
R ⊗RG×T Frac(RG×T ).
Hence, for each x ∈ SC
n
K there are non-zero elements α, β ∈ RG×T such that
αx = β νn.
Now, assume that ρ(x) = 0. Then we have using Proposition 7.10 and (6.14)
ψ(β • Λ(Vn)) = β • ψ(Λ(Vn)) = β • ρ(νn) = ρ(β νn) = ρ(αx) = α • ρ(x) = 0.
Thus β • Λ(Vn) = 0 because ψ is faithful and β = 0 by Proposition 6.3. Hence x is a torsion
element of SC
n
K. ⊓⊔
Combining the above result and Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 7.15. There is a graded algebra isomorphism Γ : SCK → E
> such that Γ(θx) =
θ • Γ(x) for any x ∈ SCK of degree n and θ ∈ RGLn×T .
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7.10. The associativity of the multiplication, proved in Proposition 7.5, yields a R-linear map
(7.18) (C1R)
⊗n → C¯nR.
The left hand side is identified with R[z±11 , z
±1
2 , · · · z
±1
n ], see Section 7.7. For ℓ = (l1, l2, . . . , ln) ∈
Zn we set
zℓ = zl11 z
l2
2 · · · z
ln
n ∈ (C¯
1
R)
⊗n.
Let us fix a n-dimensional vector space E. We have a canonical isomorphism
C¯nR = K
G×T (C).
Let B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup and H ⊂ B be a maximal torus. Let b, h be the Lie algebras
of B,H and n ⊂ b be the nilpotent radical. Let θℓ be the character of H associated with ℓ.
It yields a 1-dimensional representation of B. Set Z = G ×B b2. For each r > 0 we have the
G× T -equivariant vector bundle over Z
ΛrZ(ℓ) = G×B (b
2 × θℓ ⊗ Λ
rn∗).
Consider the complex
ΛZ(ℓ) =
{
· · · → q−2t−2Λ2Z(ℓ)→ q
−1t−1Λ1Z(ℓ)→ Λ
0
Z(ℓ)
}
,
where the differential is given by the following map
b2 × Λr+1n∗ → b2 × Λrn∗, (a, b, ω) 7→ ι[a,b]ω.
Here ι denotes the contraction. The cohomology sheaves of this complex are supported on the
subset ZG = G×B Cb. Consider the proper map
ψ : Z → g2, (g, a, b) mod B 7→ (gag−1, gbg−1).
We have ψ(ZG) ⊂ C. Thus the class Λ(ℓ) = [ψ∗ΛZ(ℓ)] belongs to C¯nR. The R-module SC
n
R is
described by the following proposition. Since we’ll not use it, the proof is left to the reader.
Proposition 7.16. The following holds
(a) for each ℓ ∈ Zn the image of zℓ by the map (7.18) is equal to Λ(ℓ),
(b) the R-module SC
n
R is spanned by the elements Λ(ℓ) with ℓ ∈ Z
n.
8. Higher rank
8.1. Fix integers r > 0, n > 0. Let Mr,n be the moduli space of framed torsion-free sheaves
on P2 with rank r and second Chern class n (over C). More precisely, closed points of Mr,n
are isomorphism classes of pairs (E ,Φ) where E is a torsion-free sheaf which is locally free in a
neighborhood of ℓ∞ and Φ : E|ℓ∞ → O
r
ℓ∞
is a framing at infinity. Here ℓ∞ = {[x : y : 0] ∈ P2}
is the line at infinity. Recall that Mr,n is a smooth variety of dimension 2rn which admits
the following alternative description. Let E be a n-dimensional vector space. As above we’ll
abbreviate G = GE , g = gE . There is an isomorphism of algebraic variety Mr,n = M
s
r,E/G
where
(8.1)
M sr,E = {(a, b, ϕ, v) ∈Mr,E ; (a, b, ϕ, v) is stable},
Mr,E = {(a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ Nr,E ; [a, b] + v ◦ ϕ = 0},
Nr,E = g
2 ×Hom(E,Cr)×Hom(Cr, E).
The G-action is given by g(a, b, ϕ, v) = (gag−1, gbg−1, ϕg−1, gv) and (a, b, ϕ, v) is stable iff there
is no proper subspace E1 ( E which is preserved by a, b and contains v(C
r).
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8.2. Consider the tori T r = (C∗)r and T 2 = (C∗)2. LetR = RT be the complexified Grothendieck
ring of T = T r × T 2. We have R = C[q±1, t±1, χ±11 , . . . , χ
±1
r ] where
(8.2) q(h, z1, z2) = z
−1
1 , t(h, z1, z2) = z
−1
2 , χα(h, z1, z2) = h
−1
α ,
and h = (h1, h2, . . . hr), α = 1, 2, . . . r. In Section 8, we make the following change of notation
K = C(q1/2, t1/2, e
1/2
1 , . . . , e
1/2
r )
and we extend the scalars of all the algebras E , SC, . . . defined in the previous section to K.
We equip Mr,n and M
s
r,E with the T -action given by
(8.3) (h, z1, z2) · (a, b, v, ϕ) = (z1a, z2b, vh
−1, z1z2hϕ).
This action has a finite number of isolated fixed points, indexed by the set of r-tuples of partitions
with total weight n. To such a tuple λ = (λ(1), λ(2), . . . λ(r)) corresponds a fixed point Iλ such
that the class Tλ = [TIλMr,n] in R is given by
(8.4) Tλ =
r∑
α,β=1
χ−1β χα
( ∑
s∈λ(α)
tlλ(β) (s)q−aλ(α) (s)−1 +
∑
s∈λ(β)
t−lλ(α) (s)−1qaλ(β) (s)
)
,
see [21], Theorem 2.11.
8.3. The tautological bundle of Mr,n is the T -equivariant locally free sheaf τn given by
τn =M
s
r,E ×G E.
The character of the T -action on its fiber at the fixed point Iλ is
(8.5) τλ = [τn|Iλ ] =
∑
α
∑
s∈λ(α)
χ−1α t
y(s)qx(s),
see [21], Theorem 2.11 and [32], Lemma 6. The classes of the tangent bundles and the tautological
bundles are related by the following equation. For each λ we have
(8.6) Tλ = −(1− q
−1)(1− t−1)τλ ⊗ τ
∗
λ + τλ ⊗W
∗ + q−1t−1τ ∗λ ⊗W
where W = χ−11 + · · ·+ χ
−1
r is the class of the tautological representation of the torus T
r.
8.4. We can now define the Hecke correspondence. It is the variety
Mr,n,n+1 = Z
s
r,E/G,
where Zsr,E is the variety of all tuples (a, b, ϕ, v, E1) where (a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ M
s
r,E and E1 ⊂ E is
a line preserved by a, b such that ϕ(E1) = 0. The variety Z
s
r,E is a G-torsor over Mr,n,n+1, a
smooth variety of dimension 2rn+ r + 1. Further the assignments
(a, b, ϕ, v) 7→ (a¯, b¯, ϕ¯, v¯), (a, b, ϕ, v)
yield a closed immersion Mr,n,n+1 ⊂ Mr,n ×Mr,n+1. Here a¯, b¯ ∈ gE2 , ϕ¯ ∈ Hom(E2,C
r) are
the induced linear maps and v¯ = π ◦ v. As before we have set E2 = E/E1. The fixed points
contained in Mr,n,n+1 are those pairs Iµ,λ = (Iµ, Iλ) for which µ ⊂ λ, i.e., we have µ(α) ⊂ λ(α)
for all α, and µ, λ have total weight n, n + 1 respectively. The class in R of the fiber of the
normal bundle to Mr,n,n+1 at the point Iµ,λ has the following expression
(8.7) Nµ,λ = −(1− q
−1)(1− t−1)τµ ⊗ τ
∗
λ + τµ ⊗W
∗ + q−1t−1τ ∗λ ⊗W − q
−1t−1.
See Appendix B for details.
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8.5. Let π1, π2 be the projections of Mr,n ×Mr,n+1 to Mr,n, Mr,n+1. Over Mr,n,n+1 there is a
natural surjective map φ : π∗2(τn+1)→ π
∗
1(τn). The kernel sheaf Ker(φ) is a line bundle called
the tautological bundle of Mr,n,n+1 which we denote by τn,n+1. Over a T -fixed point Iµ,λ its
character is
(8.8) τµ,λ = [τn,n+1|Iµ,λ ] = χ
−1
α t
y(s)qx(s),
where s = λ(α)\µ(α) is the unique box of λ not contained in µ. We define the Hecke correspon-
dence Mr,n+1,n and the tautological bundle τn+1,n over it in the obvious way.
8.6. We’ll abbreviateMr =
⊔
n>0Mr,n. Now, we apply the formalism in Section 3.1 to X =Mr,
G = T and Y = {pt}. Note that Mr,n is not proper but has a finite number of fixed points.
Hence the direct image provides us with an isomorphism
(8.9) i∗ : K
T (MTr,n)⊗RK =
⊕
λ
K[Iλ]→ K
T (Mr,n)⊗RK
where i : MTr,n →Mr,n is the embedding. We have also
KT (Mr,n ×Mr,m)⊗R K =
⊕
λ,µ
K[Iλ,µ].
This allows us to define convolution operations
⋆ : KT (Mr,n ×Mr,m)K ⊗K
T (Mr,m ×Mr,k)K → K
T (Mr,n ×Mr,k)K,
⋆ : KT (Mr,n ×Mr,m)K ⊗K
T (Mr,m)K → K
T (Mr,n)K.
Therefore, the associative K-algebra
(8.10) EK =
⊕
k∈Z
∏
n
KT (Mr,n+k ×Mr,n)K,
where the product ranges over all integers n > 0 with n+ k > 0, acts on the K-vector space
LK =
⊕
n>0
LnK, L
n
K = K
T (Mr,n)K.
The integer k yields a Z-grading on EK.
8.7. We’ll write
(8.11)
τ
l
n,n+1 = [(τn,n+1)
⊗l], τ−ln,n+1 = [(τ
∗
n,n+1)
⊗l], l ∈ Z>0,
f−1,l =
∏
n
τ
l
n,n+1, f1,l =
∏
n
τ
l
n+1,n, l ∈ Z,
e0,l =
∏
n
Λlτn,n, e0,−l =
∏
n
Λlτ ∗n,n, l ∈ Z>0.
Once again, we define the elements f0,l ∈ EK for l ∈ Z∗ through the relations∑
k>1
f0,±ks
k−1 = −
d
ds
log(E±(s)), E±(s) = 1 +
∑
k>1
(−1)ke0,±ks
k.
So f0,l is obtained from the classes of the tautological bundles τn,n by the Adams operations
f0,k =
∏
n
Ψk(τn,n), f0,−k =
∏
n
Ψk(τ
∗
n,n).
Finally we introduce some elements hi,l, with i = −1, 0, 1, l ∈ Z and (i, l) 6= (0, 0), defined as
(8.12) h1,l = t
1−r/2f1,l−r, h−1,l = (−1)
rdet(W )q1−r/2f−1,l,
(8.13) h0,k = f0,k −
pk(χ
−1
1 , . . . , χ
−1
r )
(1− qk)(1 − tk)
, h0,−k = −f0,−k +
pk(χ1, . . . , χr)
(1 − q−k)(1 − t−k)
, k > 1,
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where det(W ) = (χ1 · · ·χr)−1. Consider the K-subalgebra HK ⊂ EK generated by these ele-
ments. The K-subalgebras H>K, H
0
K and H
<
K are defined as in Section 4.6. We have a faithful
representation ψ : HK → EndK(LK). Compare Section 3.2. Consider the central charge
cr = (1, qr/2tr/2).
Theorem 8.1. There is a K-algebra isomorphism Ecr → HK such that ui,l 7→ hi,l for all
i = −1, 0, 1 and l ∈ Z.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us just recall the main arguments.
8.8. First we construct a K-algebra homomorphism Ξ : SCK → H
>
K as in Proposition 7.9.
Composing it with the isomorphism E> ≃ SCK in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 7.14 we get a
K-algebra homomorphism
(8.14) E> → H>K.
To define Ξ we first construct a representation ρ of C¯K on LK. To do that we let E1, E2, π, H ,
P , h and p be as in Sections 7.4, 7.6, and we set
X ′ = g×Hom(Cr, E), Y = h×Hom(Cr, E2), V = p×Hom(C
r, E),
X = G×P Y, W = G×P V.
The G-action on X ′, the H-action on Y and the P -action on V are the obvious ones. Set also
Nh = h
2 ×Hom(E2,C
r)×Hom(Cr, E2), Np = p
2 ×Hom(E2,C
r)×Hom(Cr, E),
Ng = Nr,E , Mg =Mr,E , Mh = CE1 ×Mr,E2 , Mp = Np ∩Mg.
Then we apply the general construction in Section 7.2 with the map p : V → Y , (a, v) 7→ (ah, π◦v)
and the obvious inclusion q : V → X ′. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2. (a) We have canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties
T ∗X ′ = Ng, T
∗X = G×P {(c, a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ p×Nh; ch = [a, b] + v ◦ ϕ}, Z = G×P Np.
For all (a, b, ϕ, v) ∈ Np we have
φ((g, a, b, ϕ, v) mod P ) = (g, [a, b] + v ◦ ϕ, ah, bh, ϕ, π ◦ v) mod P,
ψ((g, a, b, ϕ, v) mod P ) = (gag−1, gbg−1, (ϕ ◦ π)g−1, gv).
(b) We have canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties
T ∗GX = G×P Mh, T
∗
GX
′ =Mg, ZG = G×P Mp.
The maps φG, ψG are the obvious ones.
Note that KT (Mr,n) = K
G×T (M sg). Thus the proof of Proposition 7.9 and the formulas above
yield the representation we need
(8.15) ρ : C¯K → EndK(LK).
Next, the proof of Proposition 7.11 implies that if E is one-dimensional then we have
(8.16) ρ(θl) = ψ(f1,l), l ∈ Z.
Since the representation ψ : HK → EndK(LK) from Section 3.2 is faithful, this yields a K-
algebra homomorphism
(8.17) SCK → H
>
K, θl 7→ f1,l.
Now, we prove the following.
Lemma 8.3. The map (8.17) factors to an injective K-algebra homomorphism
(8.18) Ξ : SCK → H
>
K.
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Proof. We must prove that the map (8.17) factors to an algebra homomorphism Ξ : SCK → H
>
K
and that Ξ is injective. We’ll be very brief. The proof is similar to the proof of [28], Theorem
6.3. Details are left to the reader. Set G = GLn. We have
RG×T ⊗RK = K[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
n ]
Sn = SnK.
We’ll view ΛnK as a K-subalgebra of S
n
K in the obvious way. Recall that there is a unique K-
algebra homomorphism ΛK → Λ
n
K taking pl = z
l
1+ z
l
2 + · · · to pl(z1, . . . , zn) = z
l
1 + · · ·+ z
l
n for
each l > 0. The tensor product in equivariant K-theory gives an Hecke action
(8.19) ΛK ⊗K C¯K → C¯K.
It is not difficult to prove that this action factors to an action on SCK, SCK. Further, it factors
through the canonical quotient ΛK → Λ
n
K on the degree n pieces SC
n
K, SC
n
K. Next, there is an
Hecke action
(8.20) ΛK ⊗K H
>
K → H
>
K.
More precisely, the action of the power sum pl is given by the formula
(8.21) pl • u = [pl, u], u ∈ EndK(LK),
where pl acts on L
n
K through the tensor product by Ψl(τn). Once again, it is not difficult to
prove that this action preserves H>K, and that the action on the degree n piece H
>
K[n] factors
through the canonical quotient ΛK → Λ
n
K. Further, we have
(8.22) pl • f1,k = f1,k+l, k ∈ Z.
Now, we claim that the map (8.17) intertwines both Hecke actions and that the action of ΛnK
on H>K[n] is torsion free. This implies that the map Ξ is well defined. The injectivity of Ξ is a
consequence of the surjectivity of Ξ, of the commutation of Ξ with the Hecke actions, and of the
localization theorem in K-theory, see [28], Theorem 6.3, for more details. Write Ξ′ for the map
(8.17). The first part of the claim follows from the following relations
(8.23) pl • Ξ
′(θk) = pl • f1,k = f1,k+l = Ξ
′(θk+l) = Ξ
′(pl • θk).
To prove the second part of the claim, we consider the surjective K-linear map
(8.24) ι : K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
n ]→ H
>
K, z
k1
1 · · · z
kn
n 7→ f1,k1 · · · f1,kn .
A direct computation shows that
(8.25) ι(P ) = ̟n(P ) • γn,
where γn = ι(1) and ̟n is the twisted symmetrization map
(8.26) ̟n :
{
K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
n ]→ K(z1, . . . , zn)
Sn
P (z1, . . . , zn) 7→ SYMn
(
g(z1, . . . , zn)P (z1, . . . , zn)
)
.
Here SYMn and g(z1, . . . , zn) are as in Section 10.1. Therefore, to check the second part of the
claim it is enough to observe that the map
(8.27) ΛnK → EndK(LK), p 7→ p • γn
is injective. This is left to the reader, compare [28, prop. 3.12].
⊓⊔
8.9. In the same way we define an injective K-algebra homomorphism
(8.28) E< → H<K.
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8.10. Finally one checks that the class [f1,l, f−1,k] is supported on the diagonal of Mr,n ×Mr,n
as in [32], Lemma 9, and this contribution is computed as in [32], Section 4.5. More precisely,
we have the following.
Proposition 8.4. (a) The class [h−1,k,h1,l] is supported on the diagonal of Mr,n ×Mr,n.
(b) For k + l > 0 we have [h−1,k,h1,l] = q
r/2tr/2θ0,k+l/α1 with∑
l>0
θ0,l s
l = exp
(∑
k>1
αkh0,k s
k
)
.
(c) For k + l < 0 we have [h−1,k,h1,l] = −q−r/2t−r/2θ0,k+l/α1 with∑
l>0
θ0,−l s
l = exp
(∑
k>1
αkh0,−k s
k
)
.
(d) For k + l = 0 we have [h−1,k,h1,l] = (q
r/2tr/2 − q−r/2t−r/2)/α1.
Proof. First, we have the following formulas, compare Section 4.1,
(8.29) τ ln,n+1 =
∑
µ⊂λ
τ lµ,λ · Λ(N
∗
µ,λ) · Λ
−1
µ,λ · [Iµ,λ],
(8.30) τ ln+1,n =
∑
µ⊂λ
τ lλ,µ · Λ(N
∗
λ,µ) · Λ
−1
λ,µ · [Iλ,µ],
(8.31) τ ln,n =
∑
µ
τ lµ · Λ
−1
µ · [Iµ,µ].
Here µ and λ are r-partitions of n and n+ 1 respectively.
Now, assume that λ, µ are r-partitions of n and that σ, π are r-partitions of n − 1, n + 1
respectively, with σ ⊂ λ, µ ⊂ π and λ 6= µ. Then, the r-partitions σ, π are completely determined
by λ, µ and (8.5) gives the following identity
τ λ + τ µ = τ σ + τ π.
Therefore, using the identities from Sections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, a short computation gives
(8.32) Nλ,σ +Nµ,σ − Tσ = Nπ,λ +Nπ,µ − Tπ.
Recall that we have, see (8.12),
h1,l = t
1−r/2f1,l−r, h−1,k = (−1)
rdet(W )q1−r/2f−1,k.
Therefore, using (8.29), (8.30) and (8.32) we get
(8.33) [h−1,k,h1,l] ⋆ [Iλ] = cλ,k+l [Iλ]
for some constant cλ,k+l which remains to be computed. To do so, observe first that
f−1,kf1,l−r ⋆ [Iλ] =
∑
λ⊂π
τ k+l−rλ,π · Λ(N
∗
λ,π +N
∗
π,λ) · Λ
−1
λ,π · [Iλ],
f1,l−rf−1,k ⋆ [Iλ] =
∑
σ⊂λ
τ k+l−rσ,λ · Λ(N
∗
λ,σ +N
∗
σ,λ) · Λ
−1
λ,σ · [Iλ],
modulo [Iµ]’s with µ 6= λ. Next, set Hλ = (1− q)(1 − t)τ λ −W. For λ ⊂ π, we have
Hλ = Hπ − (1− q)(1 − t)τ λ,π,
Nλ,π − Tλ = −q
−1t−1τ ∗λ,πHλ − q
−1t−1,
= −q−1t−1τ ∗λ,πHπ + 1− q
−1 − t−1,
Nπ,λ − Tπ = τ λ,πH
∗
π − q
−1t−1,
= τ λ,πH
∗
λ + 1− q
−1 − t−1.
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Now, we consider the following sums
Bλ =
∑
σ⊂λ
τ σ,λ, Aλ =
∑
λ⊂π
τ λ,π.
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader, compare [32], Lemma 7.
Lemma 8.5. For each r-partition λ of n we have Hλ = qtBλ −Aλ.
For λ ⊂ π, using the lemma above, we get the following formulas
N∗λ,π +N
∗
π,λ − T
∗
λ − T
∗
π = qt(τ λ,πA
∗
λ + τ
∗
λ,πBλ − 1)− (τ λ,πB
∗
λ + τ
∗
λ,πAλ − 1)− q − t,
N∗λ,σ +N
∗
σ,λ − T
∗
λ − T
∗
σ = qt(τ σ,λA
∗
λ + τ
∗
σ,λBλ − 1)− (τ σ,λB
∗
λ + τ
∗
σ,λAλ − 1)− q − t.
Therefore, we get also
(−1)rdet(W )−1(1− q)(1− t)(qt)r/2−1 cλ,k =
∑
λ⊂π
τ k−rλ,π
Λ(qtτ λ,πA
∗
λ + qtτ
∗
λ,πBλ − qt)
Λ(τ ∗λ,πAλ + τ λ,πB
∗
λ − 1)
−
−
∑
σ⊂λ
τ k−rσ,λ
Λ(qtτ σ,λA
∗
λ + qtτ
∗
σ,λBλ − qt)
Λ(τ ∗σ,λAλ + τ σ,λB
∗
λ − 1)
.
Write aλ =
∏
i∈I ai and bλ =
∏
j∈J bj , where
{ai ; i ∈ I} = {τ λ,π ; λ ⊂ π}, {bj ; j ∈ J} = {τ σ,λ ; σ ⊂ λ}.
Consider the formal series
C(s) = det(W )−1(1 − q)(1− t)(qt)r/2−1
∑
k>0
cλ,k s
k.
A short computation yields
−aλ b
−1
λ C(s) =
∑
i∈I
1
1− ais
∏
k∈I\{i}
1− qtai/ak
1− ai/ak
∏
j∈J
1− qtbj/ai
1− bj/ai
−
−
∑
j∈J
1
1− bjs
∏
i∈I
1− qtbj/ai
1− bj/ai
∏
k∈J\{j}
1− qtbk/bj
1− bk/bj
.
Now, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8.6. Given commutative formal variables {ai ; i ∈ I} and {bj ; j ∈ J} we have∑
i∈I
1
1− ais
∏
k∈I\{i}
1− qtai/ak
1− ai/ak
∏
j∈J
1− qtbj/ai
1− bj/ai
−
∑
j∈J
1
1− bjs
∏
i∈I
1− qtbj/ai
1− bj/ai
∏
k∈J\{j}
1− qtbk/bj
1− bk/bj
=
=
1
qt− 1
∏
i∈I
qt− ais
1− ais
∏
j∈J
1− qtbjs
1− bjs
−
(qt)♯J
qt− 1
.
Proof. It is enough to prove the following identity∑
i∈I
ais
1− ais
∏
k∈I\{i}
1− qtai/ak
1− ai/ak
∏
j∈J
1− qtbj/ai
1− bj/ai
−
∑
j∈J
bjs
1− bjs
∏
i∈I
1− qtbj/ai
1− bj/ai
∏
k∈J\{j}
1− qtbk/bj
1− bk/bj
=
=
1
qt− 1
∏
i∈I
qt− ais
1− ais
∏
j∈J
1− qtbjs
1− bjs
−
(qt)♯I
qt− 1
.
Both sides of the equality are rational functions in s of degree 0, with at most simple poles.
One checks that the poles and residues are the same. This implies the equality, up to a possible
constant. But both sides vanish at s = 0. So this constant is zero. ⊓⊔
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Using the lemma above, we get
−aλb
−1
λ C(s) =
(qt)♯I
qt− 1
∏
λ⊂π
1− (qt)−1τλ,πs
1− τλ,πs
∏
σ⊂λ
1− qtτσ,λs
1− τσ,λs
−
(qt)♯J
qt− 1
.
Now, fix splitting sums of one-dimensional characters
τ ∗λ = φ1 + · · ·+ φn, W
∗ = χ1 + · · ·+ χr.
By Lemma 8.5, we have
Hλ =
∑
σ⊂λ
qtτ σ,λ −
∑
λ⊂π
τ λ,π =
∑
i
(1− q)(1 − t)φ−1i −
∑
α
χ−1α , (qt)
♯Ja−1λ bλ = det(W )
−1.
Therefore, we get
−det(W )C(s) =
(qt)r
qt− 1
∏
λ⊂π
1− (qt)−1τλ,πs
1− τλ,πs
∏
σ⊂λ
1− qtτσ,λs
1− τσ,λs
−
1
qt− 1
,
=
(qt)r
qt− 1
(∑
k>0
(−s)kΛkHλ
)(∑
k>0
(−s/qt)kΛkHλ
)−1
−
1
qt− 1
,
=
(qt)r
qt− 1
n∏
i=1
1− qtφ−1i s
1− (qt)−1φ−1i s
1− q−1φ−1i s
1− qφ−1i s
1− t−1φ−1i s
1− tφ−1i s
r∏
α=1
1− (qtχα)−1s
1− χ−1α s
−
1
qt− 1
.
We abbreviate pl(φ
−1
i ) = pl(φ
−1
1 , . . . , φ
−1
n ) and pl(χ
−1
α ) = pl(χ
−1
1 , . . . , χ
−1
r ). Observe that
n∏
i=1
1− q−1φ−1i s
1− qφ−1i s
= exp
(∑
l>1
(ql − q−l)pl(φ
−1
i )s
l/l
)
.
We finally get
α1
∑
k>0
cλ,k s
k = (qt)r/2 exp
(∑
l>1
αl
( pl(χ−1α )
(1 − ql)(1 − tl)
− pl(φ
−1
i )
)
sl
)
− (qt)−r/2,
αl = α−l =
(
(qt)l/2 − (qt)−l/2
)(
ql/2 − q−l/2
)(
tl/2 − t−l/2
)
/l
=
(
q−l − ql
)
/l +
(
t−l − tl
)
/l+
(
(qt)l − (qt)−l
)
/l, l > 1.
Now, recall that for l > 1 we have, see (8.13),
h0,l = f0,l −
pl(χ
−1
α )
(1− ql)(1− tl)
, h0,−l = −f0,−l +
pl(χα)
(1 − q−l)(1 − t−l)
,
f0,±l ⋆ [Iλ] = pl(φ
∓1
1 , . . . , φ
∓1
n ) [Iλ].
Thus, we obtain
α1
∑
k>0
cλ,k s
k [Iλ] = (qt)
r/2 exp
(
−
∑
l>1
αl h0,l s
l
)
⋆ [Iλ]− (qt)
−r/2[Iλ].
Comparing this expression with (8.33), we get parts (b) and (d) of the proposition. Part (c) is
similar and is left to the reader. ⊓⊔
Therefore, we have proved the following.
Corollary 8.7. There is a K-algebra homomorphism Ecr → HK such that ui,l 7→ hi,l for all
i = −1, 0, 1 and l ∈ Z.
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8.11. To prove that the K-algebra homomorphism Ecr → HK above is injective, we are now
reduced to prove the following.
Proposition 8.8. The algebra HK has a triangular decomposition, i.e., the multiplication map
induces an isomorphism m : H>K ⊗H
0
K ⊗H
<
K → HK.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.8. For an operator f on LK and
r-partitions λ, µ we denote by 〈µ, f, λ〉 the coefficient of [Iµ] in f([Iλ]). Given partitions
λ1, λ2, . . . , λk and given an integer n ≫ |λ1|, . . . , |λk|, let the symbol λ1 ⊛ . . . ⊛ λk denote
the r-partition whose first part is the partition λ1⊛ . . .⊛λk from Section 4.6 and the r− 1 other
partitions are empty. Given a finite family of elements
Pi ∈ H
>
K, Ri ∈ H
0
K, Qi ∈ H
<
K,
we set x =
∑
i PiRiQi. Assume thatm(x) = 0. We may also assume that PiQiRi is homogeneous
of degree 0 (for the rank grading) for each i. Then∑
i
〈µ , PiRiQi , λ〉 = 0
for each r-partitions λ, µ. For n large enough we consider the coefficients
(8.34) 〈λ¯1 ⊛ λ2 ⊛ λ¯3 , PiRiQi , λ1 ⊛ λ2 ⊛ λ3〉, λ¯1 ⊂ λ1, λ3 ⊂ λ¯3, |λ1\λ¯1| = |λ¯3\λ3| = t
with t = supi(deg(Pi)) = supi(− deg(Qi)). Since Qi is an annihilation operator and Pi is a
creation operator, the coefficient
(8.35) 〈λ¯1 ⊛ λ2 ⊛ λ¯3 , PiRiQi , λ1 ⊛ λ2 ⊛ λ3〉
factorizes as in (4.3), and it is zero unless deg(Pi) = − deg(Qi) = t. We claim that (4.4), (4.5)
hold again for some non-zero c, d ∈ Kr. Then (4.6) hold again for all λ1, λ¯1, λ2, λ3, λ¯3 as above
and all large enough n. If x 6= 0 we may assume that the elements Ri are linearly independent
polynomials in the f0,l’s and that Pi, Qi 6= 0. Then the same argument as in the proof of
Proposition 4.8 yields a contradiction. The proof of the claim is the same as the proof of Lemma
4.9. It is left to the reader.
⊓⊔
Remark 8.9. In the case of the Hilbert scheme we must set r = 1 and χα = 1 in the formulas
above.
9. Heisenberg subalgebras
This short section contains a few remarks concerning a natural family of Heisenberg subalge-
bras in HK and their action on LK =
⊕
nK
T (Hilbn)K.
9.1. Heisenberg subalgebras. Fix µ ∈ Q ∪ {∞}. Write µ = d/r with r > 0, d and r coprime
(and d = 1 if r = 0). Let us set for simplicity uµl = ulr,ld for any l ∈ Z. Let Ê
µ
be the
subalgebra of Ê generated by K and the elements {uµ±1,u
µ
±2, . . .}. This algebra is isomorphic to
a (quantum) Heisenberg algebra. The defining relations are
[K,uµl ] = 0, [u
µ
l ,u
µ
n] = δn,−l
(cr1c
d
2)
n − (cr1c
d
2)
−n
αn
.
As before we have set αn = (1 − (σσ)−n)(1 − σn)(1 − σ
−n). We define subalgebras Eµc in the
obvious way. Two cases are of special interest
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i) µ = ∞. The subalgebra E∞c acts on LK by Macdonald operators (see Section 1.4.). It
also gives rise, through the adjoint action, to the action of the Hecke operators on Ec
(see Section 6). In this case the central charge vanishes and E∞c is a polynomial algebra,
ii) µ = 0. The subalgebra E0c acts on LK by means of the correspondences induced by the
virtual classes τ∗n ⊗ Λ(Vn) and Λ(qtV
∗
−n) for n > 1 (see Section 5).
Note that (when the central charge is set to zero) the various Heisenberg subalgebras Ê
µ
are
interchanged by the SL(2,Z)-action. When viewed as the Hall algebra of an elliptic curve, Ê
µ
consists of the functions supported on the set of semistable coherent sheaves of slope µ (see [1],
Section 5).
9.2. Casimir operators. There is a natural nondegenerate pairing on Ê
+
, coming from its
realization as a Hall algebra (see [1], Section 2 and Section 4.5). It is given by
〈uµl ,u
µ
n〉 = δl,n/αl.
More generally we have
〈uµλ,u
µ
ν 〉 = δλ,ν
∏
i
mi(λ)!α
−mi(λ)
i
where λ, ν are partitions, λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .) = (1
m1(λ), 2m2(λ), . . .) and uµλ =
∏
i u
µ
λi
. We introduce
the canonical Casimir operator
Cµ =
∑
λ
1
〈uµλ,u
µ
λ〉
uµλu
µ
−λ
where the sum ranges over all partitions and where we have set uµ−λ =
∏
i u
µ
−λi
. Although the
sum defining it is infinite, the operator Cµ acts on LK since u
µ
−λ acts by zero on K
T (Hilbn)K
as soon as |λ| > n. We expect that these Casimir operators are relevant to the study of the
monodromy of the so-called quantum differential equation arising in GW/DT theory of the
Hilbert scheme of points in the plane (see [23]).
Remark 9.1. i) There is a factorization
Cµ =
(∑
n
1
n!
αn1 (u
µ
1 )
n(uµ−1)
n
)(∑
n
1
n!
αn2 (u
µ
2 )
n(uµ−2)
n
)
· · ·
The factors in the expression of Cµ above are not the exponential of any natural expressions
because the algebra Eµc is not commutative. The Heisenberg algebras Ê
µ
have a Hopf algebra
structure coming from their Hall algebra realization. The primitive elements are exactly the uµl
with l ∈ Z. This leads to another variant of the Casimir operator, given by
C′
µ
= exp
(
α1u
µ
1u
µ
−1
)
exp
(
α2u
µ
2u
µ
−2
)
· · · = exp
(∑
l
αlu
µ
l u
µ
−l
)
.
For instance, using Section 4.7, we get C′
0
= exp
(∑
l>1((tq)
l/2− (tq)−l/2)pl
∂
∂pl
)
. Note that Cµ
and C′
µ
coincide if the central charge vanishes, i.e., when µ =∞.
ii) The group SL(2,Z) does not act on Ec (because of the central charge), but its unipotent
subgroup
(
1 Z
0 1
)
≃ Z does, via automorphisms ρn : ur,d 7→ ur,d+nr. In particular, ρn(Cµ) =
Cµ+n for any µ ∈ Q. Furthermore, the representation LK and its twist L
ρ1
K are isomorphic, with
intertwining operator
∇ : LK 7→ L
ρ1
K , [Iλ] 7→ t
n(λ)qn(λ
′)[Iλ].
As a consequence, the Casimir operators on LK satisfy
Cµ+1 = ∇Cµ∇−1
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for any µ ∈ Q. Note that the operator ∇ restricts, for any given n, to the action on the K-theory
of the tensor product by the relative ample line bundle O(1) on Hilbn (see [13]).
10. The shuffle algebra
In this last section we provide an alternative algebraic description of the algebras H>K or
E
>. This presentation involves a certain (noncommutative) shuffle product on the algebra of
symmetric functions ΛK. It appeared independently in [8]. We also discuss and compare the
results of loc. cit. with ours.
10.1. One may use the faithful action of E> on the representation LK together with the virtual
classes V l, l > 1, to give a new presentation of the E
> as some kind of q, t-shuffle algebra. The
precise formalism, which we now briefly recall, was introduced by B. Feigin and A. Odesskii in
[7]. Let g(z) ∈ C(z) be any rational function. For r > 1 we put g(z1, . . . , zr) =
∏
i<j g(zi/zj).
Let us denote by
SYMr : C(z1, . . . , zr)→ C(z1, . . . , zr)
Sr , P (z1, . . . , zr) 7→
∑
σ∈Sr
P (zσ(1), . . . , zσ(r))(10.1)
the symmetrization map and let us consider the weighted symmetrization
Ψr : C[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±r
r ]→ C(z1, . . . , zr)
Sr , P (z1, . . . , zr) 7→ SYMr
(
g(z1, . . . , zr)P (z1, . . . , zr)
)
.
We denote by Sr the image of Ψr. There is a unique map mr,r′ : Sr ⊗Sr′ → Sr+r′ which makes
the following diagram commute
(10.2) C[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r ]⊗ C[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
r′ ]
Ψr⊗Ψr′//
ir,r′

Sr ⊗ Sr′
mr,r′

C[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r+r′ ]
Ψr+r′ // Sr+r′
where ir,r′
(
P (z1, . . . , zr)⊗Q(z1, . . . , zr′)
)
= P (z1, . . . , zr)Q(zr+1, . . . , zr+r′). It is easy to check
that the maps mr,r′ endow the space S = C1 ⊕
⊕
r>1 Sr with the structure of an associative
algebra. The product in S may be explicitly written as the shuffle operation
h(z1, . . . , zr) · f(z1, . . . , zr′) =
1
r!r′!
SYMr+r′
( ∏
16i6r
r+16j6r+r′
g(zi/zj) · h(z1, . . . , zr)f(zr+1, . . . , zr+r′)
)
.
Note that by construction the algebra S is generated by the subspace S1. We may replace the
ground field C by K and define S for any g(z) ∈ K(z). From now on we fix
(10.3) g(z) =
(1− tz)(1− qz)
(1− z)(1− tqz)
.
Recall that the action of E0 on E> by Hecke operators factors yields, for each r, an action
• : K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr ⊗ E>[r]→ E>[r].
Theorem 10.1. The assignment u1,l 7→ zl1 for l ∈ Z
∗ extends to a graded algebra isomorphism
Υ : E> → S. Moreover, for any P (z1, . . . , zr) ∈ K[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr and any u ∈ E>[r] we have
(10.4) Υ(P (z1, . . . , zr) • u) = P (z1, . . . , zr)Υ(u).
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As mentioned above, the above theorem may be proved by considering the action of E> on
LK and expanding it in terms of the virtual classes. However, since a more general theorem
(giving a shuffle presentation for the Hall algebra of any smooth projective curve) appears in
[29] we omit the proof here.
10.2. Consider the generating series
E+(z) =
∑
p∈Z
u1,pz
p,
Kapranov showed in [14], Theorem 3.3, that the following relation holds :
(10.5) ζ(z2/z1)E
+(z1)E
+(z2) = ζ(z1/z2)E
+(z2)E
+(z1), ζ(z) =
(1− σz)(1− σ¯z)
(1− z)(1− σσ¯z)
= g(z−1).
Equations (10.5) is the so-called functional equation for Eisenstein series. Let E> be the asso-
ciative algebra generated by some elements u1,p, p ∈ Z subject to (10.5). There is a surjective
map π> : E> → E>. It is known however, that this map is NOT an isomorphism. Its kernel is
presumably described by some higher rank analogs of (10.5). One can complete the algebra E>
by adding new generators
E−(z) =
∑
p∈Z
u−1,pz
p, ψ±(z) = exp
(∑
u0,±r/αr
)
,
and certain new relations, see, e.g., [8]. One gets in this way the so-called Ding-Iohara algebra
E associated to ζ(z). There is a surjective (but not injective) algebra map π : E→ Ec.
10.3. In [8] the authors define the algebras E, S and construct two representations
ρ : E→ EndK(LK), ρ
′ : S→ EndK(LK).
They prove that ρ, ρ′ are compatible in the sense that we have ρ|E> = ρ
′ ◦ Υ ◦ π|E> . The
representation ρ′ coincides, via Υ, with our representation ϕ : Ec → EndK(LK) in Proposition
4.10, i.e., we have ρ′ = ϕ ◦Υ−1 over S.
Our results imply also that the representation ρ factors through our ϕ, i.e., we have ρ = φ◦π,
that ϕ is faithful, that Ec is related to the Double Affine Hecke algebra, that ϕ can be expressed
in terms of Macdonald’s difference operator, and that E> is related to the K-theory of the
commuting variety. Note also that the subalgebra of E> generated by the virtual fundamental
classes is probably the same as the commutative subalgebra of S studied in [8] (we have not
checked this).
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. Combinatorics
A.1. Proof of relation (1.5). We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma A.1. For any k, l ∈ Z the class [f1,l, f−1,k] is supported on the diagonal of Hilb×Hilb.
Proof. Let λ be any partition and s be an addable box of λ. Let µ be the partition such that
µ\λ = s. Let s′ be a removable box of µ different from s. It is also a removable box of λ. Define
partitions ν and σ by µ\ν = s′ and λ\σ = s′. We have
〈ν, f1,lf−1,k · λ〉 = 〈ν, f1,l · σ〉 〈σ, f−1,k · λ〉,
〈ν, f−1,kf1,l · λ〉 = 〈ν, f−1,k · µ〉 〈µ, f1,l · λ〉.
Lemma 4.3 yields
〈σ, f−1,k · λ〉 〈ν, f−1,k · µ〉
−1 = Lσ,ν(q, t)Lλ,µ(q, t)
−1
=
(tlλ(u) − qaλ(u))(tlλ(u)+1 − qaλ(u)+1)
(tlλ(u) − qaλ(u)+1)(tlλ(u)+1 − qaλ(u))
.
(A.1)
where u is the (unique) intersection point of Cs ∪Rs and Ct ∪Rt. Similarly,
〈ν, f1,l · σ〉 〈µ, f1,l · λ〉
−1 = Lλ,σ(q, t)Lµ,ν(q, t)
−1
=
(tlλ(u) − qaλ(u)+1)(tlλ(u)+1 − qaλ(u))
(tlλ(u) − qaλ(u))(tlλ(u)+1 − qaλ(u)+1)
.
(A.2)
Hence 〈ν, f1,lf−1,k · λ〉 = 〈ν, f−1,kf1,l · λ〉 for all ν 6= λ. We are done. ⊓⊔
The precise computation of the quantities 〈λ, [f1,l, f−1,k] · λ〉 is more involved. For this it is
convenient to use the following changes of variables, see [10], Section 2. Let λ be our fixed
partition. We label the removable boxes of λ by A1, A2, . . . , Ar from left to right, and we set
αk = y(Ak), βk = x(Ak). We introduce new variables x1, . . . , xr and u0, . . . , ur by
xk = t
αkqβk , ul = t
αl+1qβl
where by convention β0 = αr+1 = −1. We also let C0, . . . , Cr stand for the addable boxes of λ,
so that y(Ci) = αi+1 + 1, x(Ci) = βi + 1. Here is an example with λ = (10, 9
3, 6, 32)
A1
A2
A3
A4
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
α1 = 6, β1 = 2
α1 = 4, β1 = 5
α1 = 3, β1 = 8
α1 = 0, β1 = 9
Figure 3. Garsia and Tesler’s change of variables.
Lemma A.2 ([10]). The following formulas hold
(a) for any m ∈ Z we have
(A.3)
∑
i
xmi −
∑
j
umj = (1− t
−m)(1− q−m)Bmλ (q, t)− t
−mq−m, Bmλ (q, t) =
∑
s∈λ
qmx(s)tmy(s),
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(b) if µ ⊂ λ is such that λ\µ = Ai then we have
(A.4) Lλ,µ(q, t) =
tqx−1i
(1 − t)(1− q)
r∏
j=0
(uj − xi)
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
(xj − xi)
−1,
(c) if µ ⊃ λ is such that µ\λ = Ci then we have
(A.5) Lλ,µ(q, t) =
u−1i
qt
r∏
j=1
(ui − xj)
r∏
j=0
j 6=i
(ui − uj)
−1.
Using the above (A.4) and (A.5) we obtain, after a little arithmetic
(A.6) 〈µ, f1,l · λ〉 =
1
(1 − q)(1− t)
(qt)luli ·
r∏
j=1
(ui − xj)
r∏
j=0
j 6=i
(ui − uj)
−1 if µ ⊃ λ and µ\λ = Ci,
(A.7) 〈ν, f−1,k · λ〉 =
tq
(1− q)(1− t)
xk−1i ·
r∏
j=0
(uj − xi)
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
(xj − xi)
−1 if ν ⊂ λ and λ\ν = Ai,
〈λ, f−1,kf1,l · λ〉 =
1
(1− q)(1 − t)
r∑
i=0
(qt)l+k+1ul+k+1i ·
r∏
j=1
ui − xj
tqui − xj
·
r∏
j=0
j 6=i
tqui − uj
ui − uj
,
〈λ, f1,lf−1,k · λ〉 =
tq
(1− q)(1 − t)
r∑
i=1
xl+k+1i ·
r∏
j=0
uj − xi
tquj − xi
·
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
tqxj − xi
xj − xi
.
(A.8)
In particular, the commutator [f−1,k, f1,l], being supported on the diagonal, only depends on
k + l. For k + l = m we put
cm = [f−1,k, f1,l−1].
We now establish a formula for the generating series of (cm).
Proposition A.3. We have
(a) (1 − q)(1− t)
∑
m>0 cms
m =
=
1
(1− qt)
[
1− qt exp
(∑
n>1
(1 − tnqn)
(
(1 − t−n)(1− q−n)f0,n − t
−nq−n
)sn
n
)]
,
(b) (1− q)(1 − t)
∑
m>0 c−ms
m =
=
1
(1− qt)
[
− qt+ exp
(∑
n>1
(1− t−nq−n)
(
(1− tn)(1 − qn)f0,−n − t
nqn
)sn
n
)]
.
Proof. We sketch the proof of the first equality, the second is similar. Using the change of
variables introduced above, (A.3) and (A.8), we are reduced to showing the following identity
(A.9)
r∑
i=0
1
1− tquis
Ti −
r∑
i=1
tq
1− xis
Si =
1
1− tq
−
tq
1− tq
r∏
i=1
1− tqxis
1− xis
r∏
i=0
1− uis
1− tquis
where we have set
Ti =
r∏
j=1
ui − xj
tqui − xj
·
r∏
j=0
j 6=i
tqui − uj
ui − uj
, Si =
r∏
j=0
uj − xi
tquj − xi
·
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
tqxj − xi
xj − xi
.
The proof of (A.9) is standard. Namely, by direct computations we check that the left hand side
and the right hand side have the same poles and residues. Since both are rational functions of
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degree zero, they differ by at most a constant. To compute this constant we set s = 0. This
reduces (A.9) to
(A.10)
r∑
i=0
r∏
j=1
ui − xj
tqui − xj
·
r∏
j=0
j 6=i
tqui − uj
ui − uj
− tq
r∑
i=0
r∏
j=0
uj − xi
tquj − xi
·
r∏
j=1
j 6=i
tqxj − xi
xj − xi
= 1
which is itself a corollary of the following formula : for any variables ξ1, . . . , ξn, p we have
n∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i
pξi − ξj
ξi − ξj
 = 1 + p+ · · ·+ pn−1.
We leave the details to the reader. ⊓⊔
It is straightforward to check (1.5) from the above proposition and (3.7–3.8).
A.2. Proof of Claim 5.5. Let us denote by Ar,s = Ar,s(xi, x
′
i, ui, u
′
i) the right hand side of
(5.10). This is a rational function of degree one, whose poles are of order at most one and are
located along the hyperplanes xi = xj , u
′
i = u
′
j and u
′
i = xj for i 6= j. A simple calculation shows
that the residues of Ar,s vanish along all these hyperplanes, hence Ar,s is in fact a polynomial
in the variables xi, x
′
i, ui, u
′
i which we may write as
Ar,s =
∑
i
αixi +
∑
i
α′ix
′
i +
∑
i
βiui +
∑
i
β′iu
′
i + γ
for some scalars αi, α
′
i, βi, β
′
i and γ. By considering the leading coefficients of Ar,s in xi and u
′
i
one sees that αi = β
′
i = −1 for all i. Next, observe that the specialization of Ar,s at ur = xr
is equal to Ar−1,s and that similarly the specialization of Ar,s at x
′
s = u
′
s is equal to Ar,s−1. It
follows that βi = −αi = 1 and α′i = −β
′
i = 1, and that γ = A0,0 = 0. The claim is proved.
Appendix B. Hecke correspondences in higher rank
Fix a pair of vector space E1, E2 of dimension n, n+1 respectively. We define a T -equivariant
complex of vector bundles over Mr,n ×Mr,n+1 by
(B.1) Hom(E1, E2)
σ
→
qHom(E1, E2)⊕ tHom(E1, E2)
⊕
qtHom(E1,C
r)⊕Hom(Cr, E2)
τ
→ qtHom(E1, E2)⊕ qt,
where the maps σ, τ are defined by
σ(ξ) =

ξa1 − a2ξ
ξb1 − b2ξ
−ϕ2ξ
ξv1
 , τ

c
d
Φ
V
 = ([a, d] + [c, b] + V ϕ1 + v2Φ)⊕ (trE1(v1Φ)⊕ trE2(V ϕ2)),
with
[a, d] = a2d− da1, [c, b] = cb1 − b2c.
It is well-known that the unique non-zero cohomology group is V = Ker(τ)/Im(σ) and that
the latter is a T -equivariant vector bundle of rank r(2n + 1) − 1 which admits a section which
vanishes precisely on the Hecke correspondence Mr,n,n+1. Therefore, for each µ ⊂ λ we have
Nµ,λ = [V
∗|Iµ,λ ].
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Appendix C. Complements on base change
Consider the following Cartesian square of smooth connected varieties
X ′
g

Y ′
f ′oo
g′

X Y.
foo
Observe that the maps f, f ′, g, g′ are regular. So the derived pull-back in K-theory are well-
defined. Let x, y, x′, y′ be the dimensions of X,Y,X ′, Y ′. The aim of this appendix is to prove
the following.
Proposition C.1. Assume that g is proper, that f ′ × g′ is a closed embedding Y ′ → X ′ × Y
and that x+ y′ = x′ + y. Then g′ is proper and we have Lf∗ ◦ Rg∗ = Rg′∗ ◦ L(f
′)∗, an equality
of group homomorphisms K(X ′)→ K(Y ).
Proof. First, observe that g′ is proper because the base-change of a proper map is again proper.
Now we prove the proposition in two steps.
(a) Assume that g, g′ are closed (regular) embeddings. The hypothesis on the dimensions
implies that TorOXk (OX′ ,OY ) = 0 for each k > 0, see [30], Lemma 3.2. Therefore X
′ and Y are
tor-independent over X , see [24], Definition 1.5.
(b) Now, assume that g, g′ are any regular morphisms. Consider the following diagram with
Cartesian squares
X ′
g

X ′ × Y
p1oo
g×1

Y ′
f ′×g′oo
g′

X X × Y
p1oo Y.
f×1oo
Here p1 means the projection along the second factor. Since p1 is a smooth morphism the
varieties X ′ and X × Y are tor-independent over X . Since f × 1 and f ′× g′ are closed (regular)
embeddings the varieties X ′ × Y and Y are tor-independent over X × Y by part (a). Thus the
varieties X ′ and Y are tor-independent over X by [24], Lemma III.1.5.1. Thus [24], Proposition
IV.3.1.1, yields
Lf∗ ◦Rg∗ = Rg
′
∗ ◦ L(f
′)∗.
⊓⊔
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Index of notations
Rings Varieties, Bundles
R = RT = C[q
±1, t±1] 2.2 Hilbn 2.1
K = KT = C(q, t) 3.2 τn, τ λ 2.3
K = C(σ1/2, σ¯1/2) = C(q1/2, t1/2) 1.1, 1.3 Tµ,λ, Tλ, Nµ,λ 2.4
σ = q−1, σ¯ = t−1 1.1, 1.3 Zn,k 2.4
τn,k, τλ,µ 2.5
Algebras CE 7.3
Ê, Ê
±
, Ê
0
, Ê
>
, Ê
<
, Ê
>
, Ê
6
1.1 Others
E,E±,E0,E>E<,E>,E6 1.1
H¨n,SH¨n,SH¨
+
n ,SH¨
+
∞ 1.3 Z,Z
∗,Z>,Z<,Z>,Z6,Z±,Z0 1.1
SH¨>∞,SH¨
>
∞ 1.4 Z
−1,Z0,Z1 1.1
HK ,HK 3.4 Ψl (Adams operations) 3.4
H>K,H
<
K,H
0
K 4.6 ur,d 1.1
H>K,H
6
K 4.4 hr,d 3.4
EK ,EK 3.2 V r,Λ(V r) (virtual class) 5.2
C¯R, C¯K 7.4 γt ∈ End(ΛK) (plethysm) 3.3
SCR,SCK 7.8 ω : E
> → E> 6.1
SCR,SCK 7.9 πr : E
0 → K[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
r ]
Sr 6.1
S = Sg(z) 9.1 πE : H
0
K → RT×GL(E) ⊗R K 7.7
• : E0 ⊗ E> → E> 6.1
Spaces • : H0K ⊗ End(LK)→ End(LK) 6.4
Cµ, C′
µ
(Casimir operators) 9.2
ΛK, Λ
n
K 0.4 ∇ (nabla operator) 9.2
LR,LK ,LK 3.2
MK ≃ LK 7.5
Maps, Representations
ϕ˜∞ : SH¨
>
∞ → End(ΛK) 1.4
ϕ˜ : E> → End(ΛK) 1.4
ϕ : Ec → End(ΛK) 4.7
ψ : HK → End(ΛK) 3.2
ρ : C¯K → End(MK) = End(ΛK) 7.6
Ω : Ec → HK 3.4
Φ+∞ : E
+ → SH¨+∞ 1.3
Ξ : SCK → H
>
K 7.9
Γ : SCK → E
> 7.9
Υ : E> → S 9.1
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